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Senate OKs harassment pamphlet
Publication of new brochure approved
to inform university students, faculty
By Deborah
Cuadan
Daily staff writer
A pamphlet on sexual harassment
will be available to the university community as a result of a resolution the
Academic Senate approved Monday
"This resolution asks for our endorsement and awareness on what the
university does in one of the many steps
in this area," said faculty Sen. David
McNeil.
A pamphlet formerly used by the
University of California at Berkeley was
presented as an example of the information which would help increase awareness of the subject.
Infomiation provided in the exam-

ple from Berkeley explains what sexual
harassment is. examples of how it may
be experienced and what a person can do
about it.
’At the present moment there is
nothing aside from the sexual harassment
policy in the schedule of classes. No
other information has been disseminated
in the past." said Selma Burkom, associate dean for faculty affairs.
In SJSU’s policy, certain behaviors
are considered sexual advances and are
defined as sexual harassment. These include demands of sexual favors or any
other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature directed to employees, students and applicants for positions.

1 rider the ,iiilent ludic) il the ad van, es affect appointment or academic
evaluation, interfere with an employee’s
work performance or a student’s performance, then it falls under the definition
of harassment.
he intention of the (Affirmative
Action) committee is to have that example pamphlet or another be offered
yearly." Burkom said, an ex -officio
member of the committee.
How the pamphlet will be distributed and the cost of printing it will be decided once a final wording is selected by
the Affirmative Action Committee.
One area of concern raised at the
meeting was whether confidentiality

sould really be assured
On the last page in the pamphIct
under procedures an assurance is included that "the assistant director of
Equal Employment Opponimay and Aft irmativ e Action will attempt to remits e
la) complaint promptly. and confidentially "
"I haven’t noticed any elements
concerning the protection of a student
who complained." said faculty Sen.
Wiggsy Sivertsen
In answer to her continent, McNeil
said the information was not yet policy
and that the pamphlet was designed to
make people understand they aren’t
alone.
SIVen,C11 said students she talks
with about sexual harassment are worried about how they’ll he affected it they
complain.
’Students’s biggest fear is if they
tell, will they he retaliated :mainst hy the

faculty member? she said.
A distinction between the confidentiality and the way information is
released
during
an
111%04W:1111M

Edward Ledesma Daily stall photographer
ties Development and Operations. Delta is expected to finish giving
the clean sweep treatment to 26 campus buildings within two weeks.

By Das id Barr
Daily staff writer
I.e tts student supAn attempt in
port for an on -campus record store has
been scratched by the Associated Students Election Board.
By a 3-0 vote lust week, the election
hoard denied Paul Moms request for a
special election on the record store issue.
Moms, who turned in an 1.8M-signature petition to the board on April 24.
he may appeal the decision to the
S judiciary
"I didn’t think they would disapprove it,
said Alorris, who has been
asking the A.S hoard of directors for a
recordAture Since SCP114411:11,X,..._
One reason for the do:bon-board’s
decisum was the petition It stated Mat
SJSI’ students would benefit from an on campus tape and record store. but did not
place responsibility on a specific agency
or governing body . said Election Board
Chairman Arnold Say . in a memorandum to the hoard rut directors.
In addition, because the petition did
not address the A.S.. the election board
did not have jurisdiction to decide the
iflatter. Say said.
Einally. the election board stated
that there was a similar measure on the
ballot in the recent A.S. election.
The measure, which was worded by
A.S. Vice President Roger Wert and approved by the hoard of directors, was a
referendum to the board.
It stated that the board of directors
did not support an on -campus record
store. .11ns meant that a "no" vote was a
’yes’ tor the store, while a "yes" vote
worked against the store.
The tinal tally showed that 1.456

, A graduate student inust satisfactorily complete the CalBy Julie I.affrenten
ifornia State University baccalaureate graduation requirement
Daily stall writer
A recommendation requiring graduate students to demon- of competency in written English:
, The undergraduate upper division writing requirement
strate their competency in writing skills as a requirement for
(100W) must be satisfactorily completed as a graduate student.
graduation was approved by President Gail Fullerton April 13.
by passing the writing workshop waiver exam or comeither
The university policy will be implemented beginning with
pleting a writing workshop:
the spring 1988 semester.
The recommendation states that all students who have
, A graduate course in which a major paper worth at least
achieved classified graduate status by Sept. I. 1987 must pass 30 percent of the total grade must be satisfactorily completed
the graduate student writing skills competency requirements, or:
said Serena Stanford, associate academic vice president for
, A professional publication of which the graduate ot,
graduate studies and research
dent was principal author must be approved by the Gradual,:
Ruth Yaffe, chairwoman of the Curriculum Committee,
Studies
Office.
presented the policy recommendation at the meeting.
Students even at the graduate level have shown a lack ot
The Academic Senate approved the policy recommendabasic writing skills, making the policy a necessity. Stanford
tion at its March 30 meeting and sent it to Fullerton to be
said.
signed.
The policy states that competencs may be established in
The 100W exam for undergraduate students passed in Auone of four different way.
gust 1979, said Erica Ankuda. Academic Senate secretary

Martha O’Connell
SIR co-coordinator

letters of protest from religious
fundamentalists poured into the Spartan
Daily offices at that time. They said thc
Christian perspective was not adequately
presented during the week, said Martha
O’Connell, co-coordinator of SIR
"That was
O’Connell said.

the

whole

point ,’ ’

"At the time (during Gay and lesbian Awareness Week), we felt it was
not appropriate to give equal time to their
view, because the whole point of the
week is to affirm the rights of homosexual men and lesbians." she said.
See DEBATE. page IS

students voted "no

and 1.145 *Wad

the some did not cause the A.S. to
take any action in this manner.
"I think (Moms) was seeking clarification." said Election Board Member
Matt Schember.
Morris. who still has not provided
the board of directors with a clear proposal of his plan, became the second person
to ask for a special election on this issue.
Shortly after the election. Pete Ro,
a senior majoring in photography, asked
the election board for a special election.
His main complaints were with the
referendum’s wording and that election
officials were explaining the referendum
In the voters.
Rut’s original complaint was forwarded to the A S judiciary However,
when the iudiciary set a date for hint. he
was unable to attend because of work
commitments.
He said Sunday he does not intend
to pursue the matter any further.

Iti %lark Foyer
Daily staff writer
The SJSU women’s bowling team
had fun throughout the season. And the
tun continued all the way through the nationals.
-We had so much fun, we forgot
that we were in the national tournament." said team member. 1.isa Mayanaga
In the process of all the fun, the
women bowlers came in second in the
tournament, losing by 114 pins to West
’texas State in the finals. Rut the women
had nothing to complain about.

Gays and God to be debated by panel
sexuality and religion.
The panel discussion, also spot,
wired by SIR, was part of Gay and les
bian Awareness Week, which was held
the week of Oct. 27.

Morris, who turned in an
1,800-signature petition
to the board on April 24,
said he may appeal the
decision to the A.S.
judiciary.

Women
bowlers
take second
in nationals

SJSU president approves new
requirements for graduates

By Julie I .affrenten
Daily staff writer
A debate titled "Christian and Homosexual?" will be held Thursday to air
the viewpoints of religious fundamentalists and Christian homosexuals
The debater for the pro-homosexual
side. Bible scholar Cliveden Chew Haas, will take the position that it is possible to interpret the Bible as being in
support of homosexuality. Refuting this
viewpoint will be Peter Wilkes, pastor of
the South Hills Community Church in
San Jose.
Thursday’s debate, scheduled for
noon in the Spartan Memorial Chapel
and sponsored and funded by SJSU Staff
or Individual Rights, is in reaction to
letters that appeared in the Spartan Daily
last tall. The letters were in response to a
panel discussion im the topic of homo-

prompted comment front President Gail
Eullerton
"What is said in counseling is conP1511111.FT, page 6

Record store
special election
request denied

Yes, I do windows

rederico Aguilar of Delta Window Cleaners goes to great lengths to
wash the panes of Morris Dailey Auditorium. Contracted by Faciii-

’If a complaint reaches a
certain level of
investigation, it can
become known. We can’t
promise to protect people
against a lawsuit.’
Gail Fullerton,
spit’ president

Michael Burke - Daily staff photographe
Engineering Building construction workers bolt steel beams into place.

Engineering construction
on time; noise to resume
By Stephanie M. Nichols
Daily staff writer
Project 88 is on schedule and shooting for completion August 1988.
The $411 million renovation and expansion of the School of Engineering has
ma suffered any major time delay despite
a tour-week late start in pile driving and
the damaging id a duct containing high voltage cables
"The steel’s all going to be up by

the 1.5th lof May), which is a week
ahead," said Barry Widen, project construction manager of Perini Corp., general contractor for Project 88.
The structural steel, which is the
frame of the building, was scheduled for
completion on May 22. Widen said.
1-or the next three weeks welding
types of studs will
work will begin
be welded to the steel beams to reinforce
See PROJE(’T. page R

"Ask the team and they’ll say that
West Texas State deserved to win and we
deserved to finish in second," said Terry
Gregory. MM./ bowling coach.
"West Texas State led throughout
the qualifying rounds."
"I couldn’t have been happier if we
had finished first." SJSU bowler Kim
Terrell said.
The women made it to the finals by
winning the western regionals held in
Boise, Idaho, a few weeks earlier.
Even though the players came into
the tournament relaxed, they got a little
tense the team combined for a 770
score after the first game. 150 pins less
than its average. After that game, the
team held a quick meeting.
We decided no matter how we
bowled, we were going to still have
fun," said Maya Rode. another SJSU
bowler. "That helped us relax more.
They bounced back and finished
See ROWIJNO. Pug, 6
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Editorial

Finally, federal recognition of AIDS
esident Reagan and his advisers have fipinally decided to recognize and take some
action against Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.
Administration officials said last month
they would establish a commission to study the
issues surrounding the AIDS epidemic, ranging
from economic cost to national defense. We
commend the decision, even though it took this
long. It’s better late than never.
We hope the commission is more than just
a political ploy by the Reagan administration
and that it will be effective, while dropping the
attitude expressed by an anonymous administration official who said: "If establishing this
commission will help us politically, then let’s
do it."
Granted, that type of callous attitude is
nothing new in Washington, but we hope the

administration perceives the commission as
being more than just politically advantageous.
Members of Congress, The Public Health
Service and other groups have been urging the
administration to quit ignoring the problem and
establish a commission for some time.
It should be obvious to the administration
that AIDS is a serious problem and should be
dealt with seriously. As of March 10, AIDS
had been diagnosed in 32.000 Americans, of
whom more than 18,(XX) have died since 1979,
according to the federal Center for Disease
Control.
Whether merely establishing a commission will have any effect on the problem remains to be seen. One thing, however, is clear.
Whatever the commission’s findings, it is
about time this administration took this step
and began to confront the AIDS epidemic.

APOCALYPSE MokA/

Iran -Contra ’scandal’ nothing but a televised circus
The mush ballyhooed Iran -Contra healing. liac
begun, and over the next three months the American public will
have an opportunity to view history.
The latest congressional investigation is certainly nothing
new. From the colonial days to the present. our history has
been highlighted by sometimes colorful, sometimes controversial queries.
These televised hearings are the first of its kind since The
Kangeroo Court investigated Watergate improprieties 14 years
ago. For many, the end result of
the resignation of
those hcahngs
Nixon under the threat of impeachment proceedings was an example of genuine democracy in action.
In many regards that assessment is correct. Rut to compare the secret arms sales to Iran. plus the alleged diversion of
payments from those sales to the U.S. supported Nicaraguan
Contras with Watergate is demagoguery.
Since the story broke last November, Democrats have
generally stressed the importance of discovering who knew
what, and when did they know at. (i1 course. the media is idso
after those facts. After all, many of journalism’s basic tenets
need to be resolved.
But all liberals -- politicians, "objective" journalists,
the average uninformed, idealistic citizen --- are missing the
point.
The relevant issue is not what or when did President Reagan know what anyone with a trace of common sense knows he
knew. Nor is the possible illegality of such a diversion of
funds
at a time when Congress had enacted the Boland
Amendment, which forbade overt or covert U.S. support to the
Contra’s --- at issue here.
What needs answering is how long will it be before Americans revolt over having their daytime television habits inter-

Jeff
Goularte

Viewpoint

mated.
Seriously, what needs resolving is the enduring tension
between Congress and the executive branch over the conduct of
foreign policy.
If Congress hadn’t adopted anti -Contra legislation, then
members of the Reagan administration wouldn’t have had to
undertake such an intricate, secretive endeavor.
But Reagan and his staff must share in the blame for the
predicament they found themselves in when Congress halted all
military and economic aid. Their inability to best the Democrats at the public relations game (and convince the American
public of the Contra’s cause and the threat the Sandinista’s present to our national interests) was a serious tactical emir.
However, the point of this entire situation is whether Congress should he able to dictate foreign policy, an area that,
according to our constitution, is within the parameters of the
chief executive’s responsibilities. Nevertheless, Congress has
historically felt compelled to enact legislation such as the Neutrality Act of World War II, which hinders a president’s ability
to conduct foreign policy.
While our government has a system of checks and bal-

Hart asked for it, must face music
Just as I temocratic presidential hopeful Gary Hart seemed
to be developing a solid image with the public, a news team accepted his challenge and maintained a watch on his Capitol Hill
town house last weekend.
In an article in the San Jose Mercury News a team of five
reporters from the Miami Herald and the Knight-Ridder News
Service reported that a young woman, identified as Miami
model Donna Rice. stayed with Hart Friday night while his
wife was in Denver,
A major concern about the Herald article is whether reporters jumped to conclusions about the incident. The key is
not that Hart got caught in a compromising situation, but that he asked Hart’s causal standards and practises is applicable to the positor spei.ial attention and it backfired tion he is interested in.
on him.
The president stands as a role model throughout the world.
No matter how Hart explains the incident, most people When a candidate for that position places himself in an embarwill automatically assume there is a sexual relationship be- rassing position, he degrades the office he seeks. With each of
tween the two. Any information which can defame a candi- our recent presidents, political scandals such as the hostages
date’s character is open game during a campaign and Han and the Iran-Contra affair have come up while these leaders
should of realised that before he acted.
were in office. Is America ready to elect an already tainted canIn a world where one out of two marriages end in divorce, didate?
extramantal affairs aren’t news. Yet when a presidential candiHart’s campaign manager said the story is part of a ploy to
date openly challenges reporters to trail him to sec what they ruin Hart’s chances for the nomination. Yet how can they place
can find, he’s got some serious judgment problems let alone the responsibility in anyone else’s hands when Hart invited a
ethical difficulties.
woman to his town house while his wife was out of town. SecWhenever a person puts himself in the spotlight by run- ondly, the campaign manager, if keeping track of his activities.
ning for office, every aspect will he of interest to the public A should advise Hart to be discreet whether it was an innocent ticdirect invitation to enter the candidate’s private world brought curence or not. Part of the blame for the incident also goes to
the expected results -- a front page scandal story.
Hart’s advisers.
An article in the New York Times Maganne features
If Hart is going to make a stupid error such as challenging
quotes from Hart which state that anyone who wants to follow reporters to check his activities before the real campaigning behim is welcome because they will he very bored
gins. then imagine the possibilities if he is elected president.
If he didn’t think before he said those words, maybe he
Marriage is based on communication and trust. These
won’t think if elected president either. It’s a scary thought.
qualities are also necessary for a president because he is exDuring Hart’s bid for the NM Democratic nominatioN he pected to delegate responsibilites hut also remain aware of all
was accused of using similarities between himself and John F. issues. If someone ignores the standards placed before him in
Kennedy to his advantage. Though these similantics were marriage, how can the public be assured that the person won’t
mainly physical attributes such as his hair style, the way he ignore the moral boundaries of his position?
dressed and his youthful. good looks, critics said he tried to deNo better explanation can be given than a record of somevelop a campaign on someone else’s work
one’s actions. Hart’s fiasco, whether the woman stayed the
Unfortunately all this episode will probably accomplish is night or not, will offend supporters and friends alike.
Future candidates and their supporter!, should take warnto become the Chappaquiddick incident of Hart’s career. Is one
evening with a woman enough to satisfy a man who wants to be ing from this scandal. Confidence in one’s abilities is necpresident? Probably not Hut as a result he may have lost h s essary, but bragging about yourself and then getting pie in your
face is inexcusable The presidency has already become a joke
best shot for the presidenss
Many people will question the value of an ankle on Hart s to many people and, repeated negative attention of candidates
sexual activity Yet any decision which provides insight in 0 shouldn’t be encouraged to continue

Deborah G.
Guadan

Viewpoint

’SAY THICI
TO MY
FACE!

NE’S DUST A NARROW’
LE T’\ MINDED JERK! DON’T
HIN1 GO!
STOOP DOWN TO HIS
LEYEL 2 WE MUST
RACISM WITH
COmBAT
A, CALM RESOLUTENESS
NOT WITH THE TWO
EDGED
SWORD
OF
1,
HATRED.

IF WE LET OUR
PIqGER GET THE BEST
OF US, WE’LL BE
PLAYING RIGHT 1175
THEIR HANDS.

tr A

NM Now am.,

A Birdseye View

ansestocusmellhaoncla,a,1,0e,0mmentshasmatiecome
too powerful. Congress has become too omnipotent. It’s time
to put an end to its uncontrollable desire for power.
They control the federal purse strings, which means they
have the authority to distribute billions of hard-earned tax payers dollars to whatever they deem a needy cause. That in itself
should be enough to satiate any hedonist (which some congresthey derive pleasure from spending
sional members are
money), but these indis ’duals won’t, or can’t, stop at destroying this nation domestically They continue to demand a piece
of the foreign policy action
So, rune separate hearings will be conducted over the next
three months, and congressional prosecutors will call about 50
witnesses to testily before their select committics in hopes of
discovering the "truth." The whole affair promises to be entertaining, possibly cc en informative.
Hut Congress, even if it denies this, will attempt to usurp
this unique political function to embarrass a president. Plain
and simply, they want to implicate Reagan. and there is a Faxml
especially if Oliver North or John
chance that may happen
Poindexter are granted immunity and tell their side of the story.
Where do we stop, though? If Congress wants accountability, why not seek the answers to how much private money is
being spent to assist the "peaceful:* "democratic" Sandinistas.
In this, the 200th aniversary of our Constitution, it would
be nice if the question of who ultimately has the authority to
conduct foreign policy would be resolved once and for all. But,
that has a slim chance of happening.
Instead. the American public will be subjected to a circus.
like investigation that promises to answer pertinent, yet inconsequential questions If only Congress would tackle the federal
deficit with as much for as they undoubtedly will expend resolving this "scandal "

Letters to the Editor
Older women have more to offer
Editor.
Kutlos la Julie Laftrenzen for her April 24 opinion piece
"Nothing as long With Older Women Dating Younger Men"
espousing the virtues of ignoring age difference between partners in a relationship.
Similar sentiments were aired more than 2(X) years ago by
Benjamin Franklin in his column "Advice to a Young man on
the Choice of a Mistress " In this article Franklin suggested to
a friend that for matters of amour he shop around for an older
woman because land I paraphrase): 11 They have more knowledge of the world and their minds are better stored with observations; 21 When women cease to be handsome they study to he
good. Hence there is hardly such a thing to be found as an old
woman who is not a good woman: 31 There is no haaard of children which, irregularly produced. may he attended with much
inconvenience; 4) Through experience, they are more prudent
and discrete in conducting an intrigue to prevent suspicion; 5)
As in the dark, all cats are grey
the pleasure of corporal enjoyment with an older woman is at least equal and frequently
superior, every knack being tos practice capable of improvement; 6) Thusly, and lastly, they are so grateful!
Franklin’s antiquated, sexist observations contrasted with
Ms. Laffrensen’s indicate some progress has made on the social scene in two centuries.
Regardless of our age difference, if Ms. Laffrensen is free
for lunch next weekend. ask her to give me a call.
Timothy S. Randall
Senior
’Slat hmatics

Forum Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to express views on
important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters to
the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class level. Phone numbers and ammymous
letters will not he printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second floor of
Dwight Rentel Hall. or to the Student Union information desk.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel, length, taste and clarity.
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Andy
Bird

Bienvendos (Welcome)
Immigration and Naturalization Service’s deciThe
sion to begin implementing on the fifth of May the
program that will grant thousands, perhaps millions, of undocumented aliens legal status in the United
States shows even that agency recogni7CS the place Latin
American immigrant workers play in U.S. society. Perhaps the INS has a heart after all.
El (into de Mayo, one of the most significant days
in Mexico’s history, marks a major victory in that country’s struggle to win independence from Spain. and is always remembered with a lively and colorful celebration.
The holiday means a lot. not only to Mexico. but also to
Mexicans living in this country, whether they be U.S. citinns, legal aliens or undocumented workers.
Yesterday marked another victory in the battle for
independence for those illegal aliens who can prove they
have resided in this country continuously since 1982.
While I certainly do not endorse the ridiculous restrictions the sweeping new immigration legislation will
put on employers who want to hire undocumented workers in the future, my heart goes out to those who will benefit from the new law.
So many of them, and it’s safe to say the majority
arc from Mexico, have toiled in this country for years at,
or below, minimum wage. They will be free of the fear Mixing discovered or rounded up and deported. Those who
receive legal status can walk down our streets with their
heads up, instead of trying to hide their nationality and
identity.
he undocumented worker’s presence has been a
cornerstone of success in the economy throughout
California. Ariaona, Texas and other Southwestern states.
Farmworkers, many who are in this country illegalls
because of unreasonable anti -immigration laws. have
been invaluable to the Southwest’s agricultural economy.
The workers from Mexico, who often flee from desperate
conditions in their own country, often possess work and
ethical standards far above natives of this country.
No matter how demeaning a job may appear to be,
they take pride in their work, and have the ethical understanding they are obligated to work for the wage they are
being paid, no matter how mere a pittance it maybe.
Yes. immigrant workers, because of their pride.
dedication to hard work and the hopelessness of returning
to Mexico. are often abused by American employers.
Ion often these workers are subjected to brutal working
conditions, laboring long hours in the fields, and forced
to live in overcrowded, unsanitary and sometimes nonexistent housing. Many of these workers aren’t paid enough
to get by. let alone get ahead.
this happens because they come here from Mc!, But
leo illegally, and have no recourse. We let this
happen, and it will occur more often in the future 0
strict immigration laws are enforced, because we refuse
to recognise these workers as an integral part of our society.
The federal government insists that undocumented
workers are taking jobs from American citizens. That assertion shows how far out of touch the federal government can heat times. The jobs illegal immigrants fill are
so low on the social ladder that no "self-respecting"
American will take them. They harvest crops, wash
dishes. scrub floors anything to earn American dollars
and eke out a living and. perhaps, have enough left to
send home to their loved ones.
It may sound like I’m endorsing the idea of Mexicans doing our dirty work for us, but nothing could be
further from the truth. Mexican immigrants jump at the
chance to perform these tasks that most Americans turn
their noses up at, and literally do the work of two or
three. To them, anything is better than the hopelessness
left behind in Mexico, and a job in America is often like a
goldminc. The American dollar buys a lot of food, clothing and shelter in Mexico.
Employers in this field have been screaming for
years to allow more workers to enter the country legally,
because they eventually must hire them illegally. EvenBarry Goldwater. that bastion of conservatism, has publielytated he doesn’t believe immigrant workers take
lobs away from Americans. and that we should allow
more to enter legally. Goldwater owns ranches in Arilona, and has first-hand knowledge of the immigrant
workers’ value.
The immigrants who gain legal status in this country
will have an impact now and in future generations, and
our society will he better for it
And’. Bird is the forum editor.
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Dateline

Iran -Contra hearings begin

Newly planted Botanical Garden
serves as lab for botany students

Vs ASIIING105.
former Maj. Gen. Richard
se,:ord, the first witness in the Iran -Contra hearings. testified today that approximately $3.5 million in Iranian antis
sales proceeds were diverted to aid the Contra rebels, and
said he believed the Reagan administration "knew of my
conduct and apprised it "
Secord, breaking months of silenee, told a nationally
televised hearing that Iran paid S30 million for Americanmade weapons.
About $2 million remains unaccounted for, he said
under questioning.
The retired general. testily ing or ithout a grant of immunity sought by other witnesses, said he and other private
individuals he recruited for the effort "believed very much
in the significance of what we were doing and that our conduct was in furtherance of the president’s policies.
I also understood that this administration knew of my
conduct and approsed it,’ he said
Secord has been identified by eringressional investigators as playing a key role in both the secret sale of weapons
to Iran - which President Reagan author:tied
and the di s ersion of part of the antis sale proceeds to the Contras
ss Inch the president says he was unaware of
In a brief ripening statement. Secord said his involso,
mem in both the Iran and Contra efforts Came at the direct
request of If . Col. Oliver North. a former National Security.
Council aide.

By Gene C. Johnson Jr.
Daily staff writer

State sets population record

John 13 Lawrence --Daily stall photographer
1.1/ I lar pre r, Medical Technology Junior. looks for sprouts in the newly
planted Botanical Garden.

The key to appreciating nature is know ing chit it is.
Enter the newly planted Botanical Garden. located between the Universits Police Department building and Duncan
Hall, where students can find out firsthand what nature is all
about.
The Botanical Garden serves as a teaching tacilit
"looks good," said Carol Setter, biologx technician.
"We can sec how these plants are used or can he used in
ordinary landscaping," Seller said.
The garden serves as a place where students can view
plants that usually don’t grow in this area. she said.
There are 33 different California native plant species in
the garden. Scher said.
A California native plant is a plant that grows and is found
in this state, she said.
Examples of this type of plant are The Red Had. itifoha.
Fremontia, Toyon and Chamise, she said.
A few of the plants, such as the Man/anitas and the Teanothus, can be found only in California. she said
Also located in the garden are herbs. which are medir mal
and non -medicinal, she said.
Each bed contains representatives rit s anon, plant taint Ile,
from different environments. Setter said

For csample. Setter pointed out an Ash plant. which has
flat, thin leases, and lives in areas that receive plenty of rainfall.
She also pointed out a Buckwheat plant that has thicker.
smaller leases. whose underside is covered with hairs these
hairs don’t allow water to escape from the leaves’ pores
[here will also he benches along the garden’s walkway s
and plaques. which will identify each plant, she said.
Hie plaques wont be put in until summer or nest tall, she
said.
Planting began April 23 and the irrigation system is currently being laid. When the sy stem is finished. gardeners will
apply hark mulch tor a better look. she said.
Hie garden or ill he in full bloom in about five years, she
said.
"It will get better every year until then." Setter said.
"But mn tise years you’ll begin to get an idea ot what’s it’s
pug? to look like
Some ot the plants or ill grow to he 25 teet. she said.
"In the fall well add a fess more plants and watch it
grow, ’’ Setter said
The Botanical Garden is a Mint project of the Botany area
01 the Biology department and Plant Operations, Seller said
The project SS as initiated by the Botany program ot tht: ID
-

1th,,

site saki.

Spartaguide
Applications are being accepted for
paid program hoard positions in the A.S.
office, third floor Student Union. Deadline for applications is noon May 12.
Student Health Services will offer
measles immunizations from 8 to 10
a.m. today and tomorrow in Health
Building, Room 210. Call Oscar Battle
at 277-3622 for information.
College Republicans will present a
speech by Ben Gilmore. candidate for
the 25th Assembly district, at 12:30 p.m.
today in the Student Union Guadalupe
Room. Call Jill Cisowski at 358-1061 for
information.
Career Planning and Placement will
present a resume seminar at 1:30 p.m.
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today in the Student t mon Cost:moan
Room, Call Ikh Boogaard 277-2272 for
information.

will present a debate on homosexuality
arid Christianity: at noon tomorrow in the
Spartan Memorial Chapel

Career Planning and Placement will
present a half-day job search from 1:30
to 7:30 p.m. today in the Student Tibial
Costanoan Room. Call 1)els Boogaard at
277-2272 for information.

Career Planning and Placement will
present a seminar iin ’’Careers for Spanish -Speaking Prolessionals" at 12:30
p.m. tomornm in the Student Union Almaden Rooni (’all 1)eb Boogaard at
277-2272 tor information,

Akhayan Club ss ill hold a general
meeting from 2 to 3 p.m. tOtlay in the
Student Union Alemaden Room. (’all Jocelyn Ordanra at 277-2646 for information.
Re-entry Advisory Program will
hold its last brown hag lunch of the semester or Mr .1111 Steinberg discussing
"How to Handle the Studying \fun
chic." at 12:30 p.m. today in the Stu
dent I Mon Pacheco Room
55’,11moun Square Federal ( icdu
l ’won II 11.1,1 its grand opening cele
lo 2 p rn. today: he
19anon from 1:1
hind the IMO eisity Club at Eighth and
Call Kim Nadeau
streets.
Salvador
San
at 277-2411 for information
Math and Ciimputer Science Club
will present a seminar inn "Careers in
Math Education.’ at 4 p.m. today in
MacQuarne Hall, Room 210. Call 11,
fihandehari at 277-9279 for infra-nix:

Career Planning and Placement will
present a Co-op Orientation at 1:10 p iii
tomorrow in the Student I mum n Costanoan Rixim. Call Ikb Hoopiia NI at 2772272 for information
Philiwophy Department will present
a student faculty colloquium or ith Sir

will
Hispain.
hold elections at 5 p 111 !Odd!, m the Stu.
dent Union Pacheco Room. Call Robert
Crti/ at 277-3201 fin. information.
Career Planning and Placement will
present a seminar on "Job Fluntinr:
Techniques in the Hidden Job Market’.
at 5:30 p.m. today in the Student Union
Costanoan Room. Call Deb Hoogaard ai
277-2272.
Sailing Club and Racing Team will
hold a meeting and general elections at 7
p.in. today in the Student Union Pacheck
ROOM. Call Dan at 867-7362.
Korean Christian Fellowship will
hold its weekly prayer meeting from 7 to
9 p.ni today in the Spartan Memorial
Chapel. Call El Kim al 778-1071 for in
formation.
Chicane Alliance will present
guest speaker and a play at 7 p.m. today
in the Student Union Uniunhum Rooni
Call Elaine at 277-3106 for information.
Amnesty International will hold a
ifleeting from 8:45 to 10 p.m. today in
the Student Union Almaden Room. Call
Susie Salmincn at 277-8016 for informa
tion.
GAI.A will 11,0E10.1111.d 910:11[1g
the semester from 11:00 a. m. to 1:311
p.m. in the Student Union Guadalupe
Room. Call Steve at 293-4630 for information.
SJSU Staff for Individual Rights

NEN’ YORK i Al’i - Gary Hart, in his first public appeal-ante since reports that he spent part of the weekend
with a young woman, denounced the story today
leading and false" and said it had hurt him and his family.
Hart told the nation’s newspaper publishers that the
story . first published in line Miami Herald. presented "iii accurate conclusions.’ based on "spotty Sark’s. i I lams "
’Did I make a mistake in putting myself in circumstances that could be misconstrued’? Of course I did." Hart
said
The Herald reported Sunday that Han and Donna Rice
spent Friday night and most ot Saturday together at his
Washington townhouse while his wife. 1.ee. was in Denver
the newspaper had assigned reporters to stake unit Hares
himie tirllowing an anonyillOUs tip
"I suspect that few ot you here would want to put up
with that kind of scrutiny... Hart told the meeting of the
AITICTICall Newspaper Publishers Assriciatirin
He said the Herald reporters "retused to interview the
%Cr) people who could have gisen Mein the facts" before
printing the story

Stamps may cost 25 cents
11 ASH
rs. i .11’1
.the Postal tiers ire is poised
to start the mImIc !KOLL., ol raising stamp prices. possibly to
2s Lents tor a tits’ , LINN 111,111111g
Alter bar k nc IS as nom initiating a price hike a
month ago. higher I ills, \Silt: hack On the agenda at Imlay ’s
Cf11111,.
meeting ot the postal Board 111 (
Even it the board sores ill raise mires. how eS el .
Americans won’t heel the bite for a year or iiIOW . due to the
crimples procedures required to change the cost ot a postage
stamp
11 hen the new rates 1t11 lake ettcet. probably suttnetnnnc
tirst, lass stamp could jump to as
nest year . the cost
high as a quarto 1 he charge tor mailing a letter has been
22 cents since Eels 17, 1985.

Official state song gains
SACRAS11.N 101 API
An assenthIS man pro111011nr
..1 IAA td Ott. C.111101111.1.. as the Mt 1\1.11 staid s011p st00111:s1
it tor an amused romminee 1 uesday Another lawmalser of
tered the Beach Boss’
rnia (MI.- as an alternator.
A hill to make -1 1 i’he mloll , (..11110rIlla" the ortirial
state song IdseiSesi a Ill I s ole
sCIll to the W as,
and Means Committee
A motion to substitute "t’olitornia (iirls" tailed 1
SMIC 1,ISS islahlislls’s an 001,1.11 state flag (the Hem
Flag l.
qatc motto I -1-uteka.*I. Ialc tlimer (the golden
poppy I. shlts .1111111J1 lekt Ms I Caitlin II ta rii/ilx bear), slate
tree iCalitorma redwood). state tisli I South Fork golden
slate bird IC:1111mm.h s alles qui:111i. as well as
other his mg and non -living sy mhols

Spartaguide
Stuart Hanipshire of Oxford and Stanford universities speaking on "Imagination and \linality
3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Umunhum
Room. ("all Stephen Voss at 277-2)171
for information.

tomorrow in MacQuarrie Hall, Room
324. Call Marilyn at 277-2411 for information.
Spartan Oriocci will hold its last
general meeting of the semester at 7:30
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union

Costanoan Roont Call John at 374-1466
for informatiiin
SJSI KM ate Club will hold a workhi Ill loMOITOW in Spartan
out at
Comptes, kooni 089. Call Debby. at
225-0292 for information

Department of Math and Computer
Science will present Author Constance
Reid speaking on "How People Happen
Become Mathematicians" at 4 p.m

Drive into your
future in a
brand new
Buick!

CPA
REVIEW

No credit necessar .

OUR PASSING RATE IS

70%
Graduating within 6 months’?
Or did you graduate within the past year?
Buy a brand new Smythe Buick without
established credit!
Here’s the fine print: (1) No credit record is no problem
-a bad credit record is a no-no. (2) You need a firm
commitment for a job. (3) The monthly payment
must not exceed 200. of your monthly net income.
That’s it!

110,000 BECKER CPA ALUMNI
HAVE t’A

Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society will
present its animal awards ceremony till
outstanding faculty and students at 1
p.m today in the Student [mon 1
Prieta Room. (-’,111 Ron \ 1r Itcaili al
1411 for inform

SACRAMENTO (Al’) - California has become the
first state to exceed 27 million in population. the state Finance Department said Tuesday.
It estimated that the state population grew by 604.1X10
or 2.26 percent in 1986 to reach 27,299.100 as of last Jan.
I
The state added more than 255010 housing units during 1986. the most in a decade.
Palmdale. ninth of 1.0s Angeles on the edge of the Mojave Desert, was the state’s fastest growing city. up 40 percent in 1986 to 33,100.
Four other cities under 50.000 grew by more than 21
percent
Coronado. Rocklin. Cathedral ( ’it y and I )ublin .
’1 ’he growth was mostly due to antic sallow, in all bet
Cathedral City. which is sr ruth 01 Palm Springs Coronado
is next to San Diego Rocklin is northeast id Sacramento.
Dublin is east of Hay ward.
Among cities or er 50.000 population, the tastes,
growing was Moreno Valley.. between Riverside and Beaumont. It grew by 21.3 percent to 79,300.
Carlsbad, in northern San Diego County, was up 13.1
MIAMI tit 55,300. Fontana, San Bernardino County. up
12 4 percent to 60,000, and Lancaster. north of Palmdale.
up 11.8 percent to 68.000.
I A’s Angeles grew I .8 percent lo 3.311.500. San I hego
2 percent to 1.022.400. and San Francisco 0 9 percent to
742.700.
San Jose was up 1.2 percent to 719,500: Long Beach.
up 2.4 percent to 406.200.
Oakland was up 0 9 percent to 356,200. and Sacramento, up 2.9 percent to 327,200.

Hart defends his actions

THL LAST PART OF THE CPA EXAM SINCE 195:
CLASSES STARTING JUNE 8th
FOR YOUR

FREE Invitation

TO THE FIRST CLASSES

In SAN JOSE call:
(408) 296-7811

Then, choose either a
$400 "Graduate Rebate"

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS: CALL: 800-423-2470
OR WRITE: 15760 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 1101, Encino, CA 91436

On addition to any other applicable GMAC, rebate’
Use as part of your down payment or anywriy vet’
wish!)

RCA

or make no payment for
90 days!
For a personal appointment,
call: (408) 983-5300

Positions Available Now!
working 6-9pm Monday-Thursday

You don’t have to make an appointment, of course.
Just drop in. But. call ahead, and we’ll have a sales
representative available just for you. Learn about
Graduate First Time Buyer Program and which
new Buick is just right for you.

and 2 Saturdays per month.
(:ontacting RCA/GE customers in
regards to manufacturer’s warranty
and extending those warranties.

We offer paid training, hourly wagcs
plus commission.
Excellent commt inicati)n
skills a mt ist!

Buick Isuzu
4201 Stevens Creek Boulevard (Automobile Row)
at Kiely.
Where we sell more new Buicks than any other dealer
in Northern California Find out why’

l’hone Mr. Edison bctvecit II on 1-4-1111
l
for imtilecliat(s consit 11 rt it
3744)350
tAx-alca ini2txrctilly H(1. (\N’)
.or I 1i istridgt

V
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Versatile athlete swings SJSU bat

Full Count

Ex-Spartan golfer gave up country clubs for diamonds

Lon
Outman

By John Bagley
Daily staff writer
Just three years ago. SJSU center tickler
lase Ferrante was hitting fairways and greens
instead of singles and doubles.
Ferrante came to SJSU in 1982. As an
18-year -old with lust one year of golf experience and III years 01 softball experience. she
chose to play guilt for the Spartans.
She had taken up the game earlier that
year while at San Jose’s Del Mar High
School, and after just one season of practicing on the links. she had achieved a rare teat
her handicap had been lowered to four. Many
people never achieve this with a lifetime of
practice.
There was one problem. though, most of
the players on the team had tournament experience. mental tenacity and were scratch golfers (no handicaps). Ferrante found them difficult to compete vs oh Although she was a
good player, a year id golfing experience was
not quite enough Many of the other team
members had been swinging a golf club since
they were old enough to walk.

Reaching

Ii

Anyone who thinks the Wamors will get v rushed by
the !Akers in four games has another thing
coming Not only will George Karl and company
not be swept. but they’ll give IA a run for their money.
I’m not saying they’ll win the series not even I’m
that foolish), hut just don’t count ’em out
Golden State has been known to play the Laken
tough (they’ve beaten them twice this season), especially
at the Oakland (’olISCUM where at least two of the games
will be played. In addition, the Wamors are coming off
the incredible come -from -behind sencs win over Utah.
The I .akers advantage is obviously their depth. Both
teams like to play a fast, running game. Both have strong
inside games and both have players that can shoot the
lights out.
But as Karl said on Sports Final Sunday night, the
key to victory for the Warriors will he stopping MVP
candidate Magic Johnson. Not completely, because that
is nearly impossible, but at least one of the facets of his
game. If you can shut down his passing, the rest of the
I .akers won’t he as effective. If you can shut down his
shooting, you’re cutting out 20-plus points per came.
So it’s possible the Warriors can once again be the
surpnse oh the league I don’t forget this was written
before Tuesday night’s series -opener). . .
. . . Will Cincinnati Reds center fielder
extraordinaire Eric Davis he able to keep up his Kiting
pace and be the first major leaguer since Carl
Yastnemski to win the triple crown?
Davis is unreal, lie currently leads the majors with a
411 batting average. 12 lilts and is tied for the majors
best in Rlil with 27. Plus he has scored 27 runs and is
second in the NI. in stolen bases with 10.
In case you’ve been in the Arctic Circle and you
missed last weekend’s box scores
against the Phillies.
Davis went nine for 13 with five homers (two grand
slams), I 1 RBI and seven runs scored.
Incredible! Can you say MVP?. . .
. . .Congrats to K.(7. Clark, Sam Kennedy. John
Aimonetti and David Dia7-Infante. Good luck guy s
. . Did anybody really care who won the Kentin. I.
Derby Sunday? It’s just about as exciting as the
Indianapolis 500 or pro bowling. Why do people watch
these events? . .
. . .The Major league Volleyball playoffs get
underway May 14 at San Jose Civic with the
championship game May 21 at Civic. The Golddiggers
have wrapped up second place and will be in the playot Is
Check it out. . .
. . .Into Ultimate? Know what Ultimate is Well.
this weekend is the perfect time to find out as the 111th
Annual California State Ultimate Championships are
being held at South Campus Saturday and Sunday.
Still confused? Ultimate is a team sport played with
allying disc (i.e. a Frisbee) and is kind of across
between soccer and football. It’s fast -paced and exciting
to play and watch. Don’t miss it. . .
. .0h God the Padres could have used Tim
Raines . .
. .You gotta like those Athletics. On a tear. Hum
Baby who? It’s conceivable they could take that mediocre
Al. West. Who’s gonna stop them? All they’d have to do
is finish somewhere in the neighborhood of .500. . .
. . .Thanks Doc. The game will never be the
same
len Gutman is the sports editor. Full Count
might he hack one last time.

In her second season, as a sophomore,
Ferrante made the traveling team. One memory that sticks out in her mind was her first
tournament trip to Japan.
"Going to Japan to play golf was a
said
meniory I will never forget." 1-en
-The golf team was a great experience for
me. It taught me a lot about the mental side of
sports.’ She also enjoyed the fact that she was
able to play courses she otherwise would not
have been able to play if she weren’t on the
golf team.
The year Ferrante played with the team
they made it to the NCAA’s, hut weren’t as
successful as this year’s team (currently
ranked 5th in the nation)
So why did she leave golf for softball?
"I just didn’t have the golfing experience I had at softball," Ferrante said. "I was
playing golf with girls who had been playing
for 10 years. They had no handicaps. I had
only been playing one year. Although I
played the game pretty well I was not up to

their competitive level . ’
Softball on the other hand was different.
She had experience Ferrante had been playing the game since she was eight. She also
felt she could contribute more. She could
throw, hit and run with more confidence than
she would have if she needed to make a possible 10-foot par putt
In softball or any team sport for that
matter, if you have an off day the rest of the
team can pick up the slack for you and the
team may still see victory.
Golf on the other hand, is an individual
sport. Ferrante enjoyed the team aspects
softball had to offer.
"Softball is a team effort. F.verybody is
pulling together to accomplish one goal."
she said. "Golf is totally individual and very
tough mentally. I just didn’t have the experience for that."
One thing she does have is great athletic
ability. She is currently second on the softball
team with a .255 batting average and leads
the team in three other categories. She has 18
runs scored, 14 RBI and two homeruns

10.4.4.4.

I lie SJSU track team tuned up fin
this weekend’s PCAA Championships
Z hs participating in the Johnny Mathis In
national last Saturday.
The Spartans were paced by top
’ffs
*.i
\ performances from sprinters Freddie
%.41 Payton. David Villalobits, Rod Sanders
and Ed Tucker and field athletes Dan
t Katches, Mark Meyerholl and Larry
Weldon.
kPayton took first in the 100-meter
tt dash with a time of 10.9; Villalobos won
kthe 110-meter high hurdles in a personal
\ best 14K; Sanders won his 800-inetei
\ heat in 1:57.5. as did Tucker with a per
N
’,,s minal best of 1:52.9.
\
Katchcs won the discus throw with
k. a toss of 165-6; Meyerhoff took third in
S. the same event and Weldon jumped 22
I to place third in the long jump.
Other top performances for the
Spartans included, Shawn Majeski. who
A., finished second in the I 10-meter high
‘A
en hurdles and third in the 400-meter inter kmediate hurdles: Steve Schol,, who
t placed second in the 1500-meter race.
tSteve Rivera, who placed third in the
same event; and the one -mile relay team
t t V illalobos. Weldon. Ikmetnus Caner
.1 and Tucker), which finished in third
;I- place
..
2:.

277-3171

:;’,

MISSION, Kan. (AP) - Former
coach Ernie Wheeler has been publicly
.; reprimanded and Cal Poly San leis
:: Obispo has been placed on probation for
:: one year for infractions in the men’s bas
:-. ketball program. the NCAA said Mon::: day.
.
’Fhe NCAA said Wheeler violated
:: provisions regarding tryouts by person:. ally observing prospective players in
:: basketball pick-up games with current
members and having team members who
6 participated assist him in determining
ii.; whether to award financial aid
Wheeler also allowed members of
....
..: the team to become involved in basketball practice prior to Oct. 15 by partici:. paling in certain basketball activities dart; ing a physical education course in
Li basketball. the NCAA said.
il

.

CHINESE FOOD WITHOUT THE WAIT
LUNCH SPECIAL S1.95 M-F 11:30-2 PM
WE FEATURE
I and RI, m
134absout Ribs
Ric( Wei & Pooh
lveho Egf., Rolls
SWEET & Sous Peak Pock Rib Srew
Bill Pippins But
Chirkir. Baoccoli
Swain & SOUR Ribs Bail STIW
Chow WO
Bid C.uliflowie
Cusend Chit-kin
Pont P014 Chicks,.
CORNER OF firli 6/ E. SANTA CLARA. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(Om Block Nom School of Er.girdttaiNcj
$1.85
APO TWO COMBINATION
SELECTIONS
2.? 5? 0
ANY THREE COMBINATION
SELECTIONS
Not solid with aria Onlo offi
owe moo, pi
FXP 531 87
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SINGLE TRAVEL/

San Jose State University
Business Administration
and Marketing Majors
with Personal Computer or similar backgrviund.

ComputerLand

r

FREE
JUMBO ECC ROLL
nil. pvai1a11
of at 1 oa onsi
earbireario+ wt. t Tioas
am oicolaa oak.
Non solid wink ay orb.. alio
Nov valid up To 4 media+
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AIDS Support Services in Santa Clara County

No longer do you have to travel alone, Travel
Partners will match you with a fellow single
traveler whose travel charactensticsand inter
nit are similar to yours You cart both enjoy a
new friendship arid take advantage of double
occupancy discounts. Call Or write today for
further information and an application

Class of 1988

-

Put Yourself
On The Line
Volunteer

staff photographer

Spartan center fielder I .isa Ferrante watches this hall go past her in a game against UM’
earlier this season. Ferrante was once a member of the SJSU women’s golf team.

Call for Information
595 Millich Drive, Suite 104
Campbell, CA 95008

TRAVEL PARTNERS
Puttalg Smart, Travelers Togealer
P.O. BOX 6
Weslley, CA 95387
12091 8943 -FUN

(408) 370-3272

R/Si
PROJInT

The one thing lo know about bo,nPotbr,

of San Jose/Campbell
is

in need of part-time sales representatives

Go first class at economy fare!
0,14 S.5 i’er tnnt
It F vorgtoon
Colloclo

Send your resume to:
490W. San Carlos St.

k

: : Cal Poly coach
:.,:.
reprimanded

.....

...........

ADVERTISE

277-3171

!Spartans
place at
S.F. meet

The SJSU softball program is only in its
second year as an intercollegiate sport. Despite the team’s last -place standing thus far,
Ferrante feels the team will be top-notch in
the near future.
"The softball team is young and will
have the whining know how and espenence
in time.- Fen-ante said. -Coach (Kathy)
Strahan is working on getting some top recruits hcrc. If this happens the team will contend for a PCA A title in just a few years
time."
The 23 -year -old public relations major
does plan to get hack in to the swing of things
after her graduation this May.
"Although I am better at softball I certainly miss golf." she said. "After graduation I plan on playing golf a lot again, and get
some tournament experience...
(’en-ante admits that her heart is with all
sports.
"If it’s wintertime I’d probably like
softball better. If it’s summertime probably
golf. If it’s fall I’d probably like something
else," she said.

San Josc, CA 95110

WANTED:
STUDENTS
WITH CLASS.

As a student, you will be joining thousands of others in
the job hunt this summer. Why not let TIMESAVERS
Temporary Personnel help you explore a variety of
industries? Find jobs in.*

CLERICAL

secretanal.
* INDUSTRIAL

ReCE?pliOn, Accounting. Data F nifty

Manufacturing, General Labor. Production, Warehousing
Find out which industry is most appealing to you
before you make a long term commitment.
Both temporary and temporary to permanent lobs available.

TOP PAY and NO AGENCY FEE
South San Jose
Santa Clara

365-7777
984-5020

Los Altos
Sunnyvale

.11

IMMESAMRSe
VPORIAr

Pf aSONNf I

Express 3 week summer session
Day and Evening Courses Include:
21020
21030
21032
21090
21104
21130
26030
26069
26080
26090
26094

305
40
45
1
10
II
20
60
1
10
40

271 76

70

Intro to Chemistry
Intro to Argument
Small Group Corn
Survey Amencen History
Intro to Philosophy
Sooal Problems
Oral Communication
Basic Logic
American Government
Goners! Psychology
Vietnamese Culture
(Cultural Pluralism)
Child DevelopMent.
(by television)

M
M -F
M -F
M -F
M-F
M-F
M -F
M -F
SA -F
SA-F
MT)-)

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

units
units
units
units
units
units
units
units
units
units
units

8 00- 1:35
9 00-12 15
1 00- 415
900.1215
900-1215
960-12:15
660- 9:15
6 00- 9:15
600- 915
630 945
500 911’

3 units

June 8 - 26
Regular six week
summer session also
available June 29 to
August 7.
For information call
(408) 274-7900 or
(408) 270-6450

Other course offerings include:
Business. Computer Information Systems. Physical Education flea.
Supervision

Registration begins May 26, M -F 9 am -4 pm
and M-Th 5 pm -8 pm or first day of class
Show SJSU student ID for express registration.
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Spartans swept by Fresno State
By John Nagle)
Daily staff writer
Call it a long schedule. Call it a
tough schedule. Call it fatigue, or call it
playing in the PCAA
Whatever the situation, the SJSU
softball team has had difficult time of
entering the win column over the past
three weeks.
Monday night the team was on hand
tor its final homestand. Playing the No .3

Softball

Michael Burke Daily stall

photographer

second baseman Christ!, Eustice makes the thron to first in a
game against Fresno State Monday night at P NI. Field.

team in the nation Fresno State was anything but an easy task.
’the Bulldogs came into PA1. Field
and unleashed on the last -place Spartans.
The Bulldogs took the first game 7-1 and
edged out SJSU in the second game 6-5.
Despite the poor season, the softball
team deserves some credit. This is only
their second season as an intercollegiate
sport, and competing in the PCAA with
some of the nation’s best teams day in
and day out with great success will take
time.
Next season the team will be losing
three of its most productive players. Seniors Lisa Ferrante (center field), Lynn
Boski (first base) and Kim Green (right
field). losing players of this caliber has
SJSU softball coach Kathy Strahan
looking forward to her recruiting.
"Next year we need to get in some
good recruits." Strahan said. "We have
a lot of key players to replace. However,
even if we do have a good recruiting year
it will probably be a good couple of years
before we contend for a PCAA title.

Montreal’s Raines
back in rare form
ALLAN"! A (AP)
11111 Raines’
success since returning to the Montreal
Expos has come as no surprise to him.
Raines has six hits in 13 at-hats, and
six Rill, in his three games since rejoining Montreal after failing to find work
elsewhere as a free agent.
While he did not have the benefit of
spring training, the left fielder said he
worked very hard getting ready for the
season.
"I didn’t drink beer and watch television. I had two-a-day workouts that included weights, running, hitting, fielding and throwing."
When it was suggested that he
might record a video and sell it to the
major league clubs 1,1 take the place of
spring training, Raines laughed.
"I’m sure they may be joking about
it. But it goes to show that if you’re a
good athlete, you can go out and play it
you work hard." he said.
"Hey, it’s not like I’ve neve,
played ball before. I’ve been in the mai,
leagues for six years and made the All
Star team six times.
Raines’ six hits have included two
home runs against the New York Mcts.
one a grand slam.
"I didn’t expect to hit the hie
runs." said Raines. who has ney ci
more than 11 in a season, "hut 1(11,1, ,
peel to do well."
Raines, who led the National
League in hitting last season with a .334
average and stole 70 bases, opted for free
agency after turning down Montreal’s
offer of $4.8 million for three years which is what he signed for lust Friday
the first day that free agents ei,111,1 eV(’ It
negotiate with their old ,
Between Jan. 8 and \l.y
could deal with any team.

"I always felt like I would play this
year, bull wasn’t going to sign if I didn’t
get the contract I wanted." he said.
"Going through spring training, the

She feels the series with Pomona
will he difficult not only because of Pomona’s intensity but because she will
also enter the series without leading bat
tcr Tiffany Cornelius. who has a pre
vious family engagement.
"Going into the weekend without
Tiffany will be extremely difficult. She
is a clutch player and knows how to
win," Strahan said.
In Monday night’s first game.
Fresno attacked early, scoring three runs
in the top of the second and one in the
third. The early 4-0 lead was all the Bulldogs would need as the silent Spartans
would produce only one run in the bottom of the sixth inning.
In that inning, center fielder Lisa
Ferrante hit a one -out, stand-up triple.

S.ISf PRESENTS

* FEATI’R I N(

"I was happy to get it over with
It’s a situation where I have security for
my family. I know that my kids can groa.
up and I don’t have to worry about getting a job."

bib"

No Cre( hi? I iad
We’ll

Your Flower Connection
1i

Mother’s Day
Oslo! Town Sentwes Available Too’

City Center Florist
398 L. Santa Clara & 9th St.

redir! 00( d

i )(sliver A Car To You! OA C

I

11(11) I )1 it 101 I

i

Al"

TAKE A SLICE 1
Freshly Ground
French Roast
Coffee and Other

Whole or Slices of
Homestyle Pies. over
20 Varieties

for more info call 141)8) 277-2807 or 277-3228
Funded I Asstwinted Students and the Spa rt a Slip’

Speciafty
D
Coffee Drinks.

Large
Gourmet
Sandwiches

A Florist
With Balloons

Addtt

Free Deliver,/
With Purchases
Of $50 or More WPw

Remember

Stuffed Baked
Potatoes and
’
Quiches

(rise a balloon
to )our Mother ,

Ice Cream SuodaeS
MilkshakeS, and
i!omemade CoOkleS

NtrI.

(408)295-4321
San Jose. California

Balamca
FLOWER SHOP

Treatment
For Your ’67-’69 Camaro

Get The Royal

Weather Stripping
Sheet Metal
Emblems
The Finest in New and

Grills
Upholstery
Carpet Sales
Reproduced Parts

CAMARO PARTS

We’ve Got The Parts

438 E. SANTA CLARA ST. AT
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95113
(409) 292 0462

Tuesday, Wednesday
Night

A
cwee

Pie0N1
Stylish Food To Stay Or Go’l

irriNTaxani
row LEL-7

Tomorrow
in the
’6ft
SJSU
Amphitheatre
llam-1 pm
Everyone Welcome!

00011S

ESCAPE

One E San Fernando St
Between 1st and 2nd
2 Blks From Campus

971-4PiE
r 7 3oam 6 30rthi

Celebrate Israel 39th Birthday

3157 Alum Rock Ave., San Jose, CA 95127
(408) 258-2842
(408) 258-2841

COMEDY

Delicious
Homemade
soups

A wide sanely of decorativ,
balloon, tor any occasion

THE GREAT

TREE

14116.

Lady Bianca Thornton

PRESENTS

STEVE KRAVITZ

Start your own credit with
110 co-signer. oAc

MLI-IilSk for I )octor Finnegan
Sunnyvale Ford ’738-18(X)

Andy Just and The Shapes
Night Cry with Little John Chrisky
Chris Cain
Beau and The Mighty Arrows
AND MORE!!!

THE A S PROGRAM BOARD

BOB RUBIN

si TIME BUYERS WANTED

Sunday May 10, 1987 1 PM -61M
Iii Th,.. Fountain Area

"I guess it was about three week.
ago that I figured I had a good chance in
signing with Montreal again." he said.

turned out immediately as Fresno scored
four runs in the top of Mc inning needing
all mac hatters to the box.
SJSU bounced back with three roma
of their own in the bottom half of the inning to make it a close 4-3. The three
Spartan runs also broke All-American
pitcher Melanie Parrenb streak of 45 and
one-third scoreless innings.
However, Fresno would score two
more in the second and one in the sixth to
seal the victory. 1)awn Hilgcnburg was
hung with the loss.
There was a bright side to the loss,
however, and that was designated hitter
Angie Laolagi. Laolagi went four for
four making her the only SJSU player to
achieve such a feat this season.
"Angie is a great hitter,". Strohm
said. "I liken her to Reggie Jackson. She
can really slam the ball but needs help
defensively "

NEED A CAR???

The 7th Annual
FOUNTAIN BU TES FESTIVAL

idlers weren’t getting any better. In tact.
they were getting worse," said Raines.

nOyAt

that soared over the nght fielder’s head
and ran to the warning track. Following
Ferrante, right fielder Sharon Carlini hit
a little chopper to Fresno shortstop Martha Nottsinger
W hi le attempting to fake A throw to
third, which might have caught Ferrante
leaning. Nut) singer ran out ot time and
(’affini beat the delayed throw to first
Kelly Moulden then stepped into the box
and hit a line -drive single scoring Ferrante from third. That’s as close as SJSU
would get, how ey er. as Fresno added
three insurance runs in the top of the seventh to seal the sictory for the nationally
ranked team.
The second game unfortunately
would go the WOW way for the falling
Spartans. However, this victory would
come harder for Fresno
In the first inning of the second
game it looked as if SJSU ’s lights were

FREE!

1 the

"I felt like my chances of sii,i ,
with some other club were slim ah..,.
two weeks after the deadline," Rauh,
said. "If some team wanted me. I fig
ured they would want me in spring train
ing.

"We play an awful lot of games,
day in and day out," she said. "When
your doing this with the nation’s best
your fatigue and momentum become affected."
After coming off a four game losing
homestand against PCAA rival Hawaii
last Friday 13-2. 1-01 and Saturday 17-4.
4-2) the team headed for the field at the
intersection of 280 and 101 for the last
time in the ’87 season with hopes of
leaving the home crowd with a win.
Instead they left with losses and
now must head south to play 11th-ranked
Cal -Poly Pomona. If they can get out of
there with at least one victory, the season
finale with UNLV will be a "cellar series" to determine the PCAA’s last-place
finisher.
"At this point our team goal is 20
wins," Strahan said. "That’s just one

funded by Associated Students

aQV
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Thursday

DRAFT BEER
$1.00

AT SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
SPY
FRIDAY MAY 8
ALL AGES WELCOME
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT BASS AND
STUDENT uNiON BUSINESS OFFICE
$S - STUDENI
86 - GENERA1

With Valid Student I.D.

se Obi
50 University Ave , Old Town, I os Gatos 354-HOPP

ipis.444;11-
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Women’s bowling team takes second in nationals
Panelists set to debate

HOWLING, from pow I

third in the qualifying round behind West
Texas State and Illinois.
In the second round, they finished
second to the West Texas Buffaloes to
advance to the finals After 12 games 01
the second round. the Spartans were
leading by 16 pins
Hut in flw 13th game. West texas
State rolled a 224 game. while the Spartans threw a 158 game The Buffaloes increased their lead and advanced to the
top wed spot in the t Mak. with the Spartans taking second and Penn State nipping Wichita State for third.
The finals were taped by a local
television production company. this
didn’t prove to be a hinderance to the
Spartans.
"Kim and I were on TV when we
bowled in Japan." Rode said. "There
was so much going on that I hardly ever
noticed the TV’s lights."
The Spartans won the first game
and increased their lead in the second
game to ads ance to the finals, where
they net West ’texas State. But there
West Texas State dominated, rolling to a
46-pin win in the first of two games. The
lead was too much for the Spartans to
overcome and they came in second.
As the tournament wound down, so
did the careers of two senior howlers,
...Ferrell and Miyanaga
Terrell made the all -tournament
team with an average score of 189.42
points per game
fourth best in the
tournament Miyanaga averaged ISO per
game.
"I wanted to go out as a champ,"

Senators
approve
harassment
pamphlet
PAMPIII I I .

Iwo I

I Cal
fidential II ,
inisiiy,ii sir.Liii
level
of
HC"MC
known. We ,;in’t ntonitse to protect people against .1 lass suit,’’ Fullerton said.
As a result ot the concern over a
person’s protection, the Academic Senate voted to endorse publication of the
pamphlet.
Part of the purpose of presenting the
resolution to the Senate was to find out it
changes are necessary and to take suggestions, McNeil said
When a complaint is introduced to
Beverly Miles. asslstaiii director of
Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action, her role is to investigate and gather information.
The process depends on whether a
student or a !acuity member is compluming. Problems regarding students
get directed to the dean of student services and faculty complaints can he directed to the academic vice pre,. tem ,
the executive vice president. 51:1

Christianity-gay issue

’I couldn’t have been
happier if we had finished
first.’

DElliATF. from/wee /
She noted that while several fundamentalists wrote letters in response
to the newspaper article about the
panel discussion, only two fundamentalists were actually at the discussion to protest the homosexual
point of view.
In one of the letters, written by
SJSLI seniors Bruce Evans and Dan
Katches. pro-homosesual panelists
(’hew -Naas and Rev. Denis Moore
were challenged to a debate on the
"true biblical perspective on homosexuality." SIR took up the gauntlet.
"I will emphatically refute (the
position expressed by Chew -Haas);
Wilkes said.
lie said the debate invokes the
issue of truth, which
according to
is that the
the faith of this church
Bible condemns homose
I it
"We are taking the position that
homosexual acts are sinful acts. We
are not negative toward the people

Kim Terrell,
SiSt bowler

Miyanaga said -Hut I’m not crying
about Finishing second "
Both players were on the last team
that went to the nationals two years ago
when it finished third. The attitude of
that team was different from this one.
-two years ago, we wanted to get
to the finals," Terrell said. "This year.
we wanted to do the best that we could.
Being in a national tournament
twice is an unexplainable feeling for both
bowlers.
"It’s hard to describe." Terrell
said. "You just have to be there to understand the feeling."
"Words wouldn’t do it justice,"
Miyanaga said. "Even if I could describe it, people wouldn’t understand."
Rode is one of four players returning next year. Rode, who had the third
highest average in the tournament with a
1915. average, rolled the highest game
in the tournament with a 263. She was
also named to the all-tournament team.
-We’re excited about next year.
Rode said. "We want to go back to the
nationals next year.’

George Sakkeslad - Daily stall priolographer

This summer may be Vollr last chatict ti
dm/
graduate from college with ri
officer’s commission. Sign up for Rt
six-week Risk camp (pm’. Sec \
Sciei
Professor of N
Rut hurry...Hie i1111(- I". ’Atoll.
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icwaapct4umarrGieeoraayicha

277-2985

I 309
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RECREATION

JOBS

themselves. We waili to help all people in all of their struggles.
"It’s okay to disagree with people and still respect them," he said.
"I think (the debate) will be a
i:Ivilifed exchange of viewpoints,"
O’Connell said
"It’s a very sensitive issue.
Some people would make personal
attacks. Hut both gentlemen arc extremely professional and non-prejudiced. I’m confident the debate won’t
be negative with a lot of name-calling,- O’Connell said.

"...as ghoulishly funny

went ( nb,,
’xl SF 1012k 115111.1

"Lock up the kids and
blindfold your granny:
Ken Russell is at
it again:’
-Peter Trawn. PFOPI F

Color Tv s, VCR’s. Cable
FREE Utilities
FREE Housekeeping
Fully Furnished
Spacious Rooms
Fasily Accessible to Bus
Routes and Freeway

iiisGiN VISION MD VES1RON pictuRFS

GO T H I
R

OFFICE OPEN 7 DAYS

72 North 5th St., S.J.
998.0234

poEs

A KEN RUSSELL FILM

MOTHER OLSON’S
INNS

ARMY KFISERVE OFFICERS’ TRAINING CORPS

At SJSU see:

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

Walking distanrn to S,ISt

lwa1

BE ..\1.1,Y( )t CAN BF.

SIR co -coordinator

and frenzied as a
carnival ride through
’The Marquis de Sade’s
Tunnel of lAve’r

Lynda Norry, a member of the nationally recognized S.ISU WOmen’s bowling team, practices her form at the Student linion.

The heat is on.

’I think (the debate) will
be a civilized exchange
of viewpoints.’
Martha O’Connell,

1

1110A.7w,
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FRIDAY,
MAY 8TH
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3PG.
CENTURY 24ft
THEATRE 291-4900

CALL THEATRE
FOR
SHOWTIMES
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"Thanks Western!"
_
The Boken innu:

"We’re a big familynine kidsall going in
different directions: medicine, accounting, sports,
etc. But, during college, six of us did one thing in
common: we worked for Western Temporary
Services.
"Western found us good jobs with good pay
to fit our different vacation and break schedules.
"So we tried to get a picture of the six of us
together to say, ’Thanks. Western!’ But, with so
many different schedules . . . well, some things
never change.
"But we really mean it. Thanks, Western!"

Westera

TIMM SWIM,

SPARTAN
ROOSTpR
,Sernre

AO NOW ’

Northwest San Jose

South San Jose
265-7700

371-7171

TECHNKAL
DiviSiONS CLERICAL MARKETING MEDICAL
LiGHT INDUSTRIAL SANTA PHOTO VIDEOTAPE
FOE m t

FROM CAPITOL FORD IS.
At Capitol Ford, we know getting that degree wasnt easy But when
it comes to a new car, we can help with
pre -approved credit from Ford Credit
If you are working on an advanced
degree or graduating with a Bachelor’s
Degree between October 1. 1986 and
September 30, 1987 you may qualify
for this special college graduate
purchase program
If you do, you II receive a $400 cash
allowance from Ford Make your best
deal on any qualifying vehicle and use
the money toward your down payment

Ford Motor
Credit
Company

or Ford will send you a $400 check
after the purchase or lease The money
is yours whether you finance or not
The amount of your credit depends
on which of these qualified vehicles
you choose
Ford cars Escort. Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird, Taurus
Ford trucks Aerostar, Bronco II,
Ranger
So hurry If a vehicle is not in dealer
stock you must order by June 1, 1987,
and you must take delivery of any
vehicle by August 31. 1987

MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

CAPITOL FORD
(408) 265-6000

FORD
9191 West Capitol Expwy San Jose
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Camp us
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Bloom County

On This Date ...

Four members of the SJSU football team have signed w ith
National Football league teams. K.(7. Clark and John ;Imonetti have signed with the Denver Broncos as tree agents
Sam Kennedy has agreed to terms with the San franc Iwo
49ers and David Diaz -Infante is expected to sign with the San
Diego Chargers
I .ast Friday’s Iron Maiden concert held at Spartan Stadium
has sparked controversy among the neighbors of the vladiuni.

Berke Breathed

. . . in 1957

KW JOT MAW NE
WEEKA/N6 *let CRAIO
EA(770 GEATIST
ROC 5741, GNE /1/11
AWE MCI kW NEE
MEOW alTlY RICH

What may be one of the greatest auto races ever witnessed
by SJS auto fans is slowly coining into being as plans are being
lOrmulated for the ’race’’ of the century at the Centennial Barbecue Wednesday.
Principals in the thriller arc Miss Frances Robinson. music
professor, who will pit her German -imported Messerchmitt
against a replica ttt. a 1902 Maxwell.

liOW PO 77(EY
PM. WIN

if,

1.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CAREER OAV AT FIVE BRANCHES INSTITUTE. College of Tradnionol
China. Medicine in Calornia
the Certtned Acupuncturist (C A I
ie
Primary Halthcare Provider
Fla Branches Institute has an
outstanding ocedernIc and cal cal curriculum which con prepare
you tor this new yet trodltio al

slemped sal addressed envelope
to JBK Mailcompany. P0 Box 24
Cast., Cs 91310
ENCYCLOPEDIA SALES’ Map your
own
worsperity-earn
$240 per
mile plus additions’ Incentive
payment We offer complete line
of educational products We offer
free Video training For an interview call Mr Mead .1 241-3295

We have reached
stage beyond pioneering that
promises growing and maturing
professions, status In hoelthcare
Intl. U S Join u for day of lectures, praentallons. videos. and
tours’ SATURDAY. May 9th. 9AM 4.61, 200 7th Avenue, Santa Crux

EXHAUST

(near Yacht Harbor) (406) 476
9424 FREE ADMISSION

FULL-TIME,

proration

CAREER DAY AT FIVE BRANCHES INSTITUTE. College of Traditional
Chinese Medicine In California
in. Cortina Acupuncturist (C A I
Is
Primary Elealthcre Provider
Elve Branches institute he, an
outstanding caderrilc and clinic., curriculum which can prepare
you for this new, yet traditional
profession We have reached
stage beyond pioneering that
promises growing end maturing
prolesidonel slatus in healthcare
Intl. U S Join us !or day of lec
tures. presentations. vtdeos. and
tours. Saturday. May 9. 9AM
IIPM. 200 7th Avenue, Santo Cr.*,
(near Yacht Harbor) (408) 4769424, FREE ADMISSION
THEAIMENT PROCHILD ABUSE
GRAM Enhance persona! & professional growth as Voi
tee i
tern in svorid renowned local
program
Counseling. support
services. admin data processing,
public awareness. fund-raising,
etc Bl. & mono-lingual, all motors. grad & undergrad Expert once from clerical to post -grad.
Intro-to-extrovert WF NEED YOU
Near campus

IC F F

PO

Bus

952 S J 95108 call 260-5055

PROC
OPERATORS
NEEDED al VARIAN Full time,
wakeful shift (Friday. Saturday,
Sunday. Monday) Requires US
citizenship a technicei orients
non and good record keeping

PAID SUMMER INTER.
NSHIPS. This summer, get cowlence clows to home. at Syntes In
Palo Alto Syntex is research oriented International health care
products fInn that employs more
than 11,000 science, morating
manufacturing, end analogslive
professionals
worklerlde
Right now we re offering full-time,
paid Internships in the following
Corareas ’ Public Analrs.
porate Finance. ’ Corporate into
Systems.
Human Resources
For More Information 11001.11 Syntex or about any 01 these Internahlps, send a latter describing
your experience and Interests to
Syntes. Dept DL, 3401 UMW..
Avenue Polo Alto Ca 94304
Also, look for our filer on campus
or In the Carat Counseling Office We are an equal opportunity
employer SYNTEX

JOB HUNTING, Get axial. guides
to BAY Area career in Advents

MIL YOU GET A share 01 012 billion
student aid fund In 47 or 811?
Find out when,. whom and how to

BIOTECH or TELECOM CityWlse
Career Guides Dept 204 5533
Broadway, Oakland CA 94618

apply. DANA REPORT. 55 Student information Center, P0 Rov
3463. Santa Clara. Ca 95051

JOBS’ JOBS. JOBS’ Ideal for students Join our marketing staff

PL AN

AUTOMOTIVE
HONDA NIGHTHAWK 450 Runs great
Bleck-clean machine Very quick
$700 Call 277-8301

FEMALE ROOMMATE WNT TO arum
bdrm apt 3 blks inn SJSU.
6225 mo Avail 6 loves 294-4120
&MU AREA lbr I bone* carp’s, gasket
clean rernocia SSS $ 6th St
$610 rno
deposit 415-364-1259
STUDIO APT, 2 miles NORTH of umpus $425 00 hos atm rrn (study Winn for one)
Call 2086647 275-9509 or 1400-8744200
Also need port-Ilme manager
stoning in May
SUNNYVALEROOM In 3 bdrrn apt al
Wolfe El Camino*
15 mm
to
SJSU. 5240 mo
dep Ill util(
Call anytime 738-8274
19206

DECORATOR APARTMENT.
CONDO style. 1 bedroom Available for mature person ong term
preferred Must be financially responsible. clean, quiet and sober
only 551-553 5 6th St . 2930909 287-2077 after Sprn 5450
SINGI F OCCUPANCY

LOST AND FOUND
$50 REWARD for return of GL ASSES
lost near San Carlos & tOth St
THURSDAY Tortoiseshell frames
In dark case Cell 723-1098

PERSONALS
CONGRAT AL PHA PHI Al PHA Pledge
class -A? We re glad u mode It’ We
iuuu guys Karla A Candi
F XPi ORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE,’
ir st-c lass metaphysical counseling is excetient for finding life direction arid purpose voctional
guidance deep sett knowledge.
clarifying

Me
transition,
relationship compatibility, and
profound insights into lire dynamics and your souls path i have
been in private practice as a Pro

Take new and renewal magazine
orders by phone Mon Weds &
Sat & Sun OulstandIng earning
potential Ca113769090
PART 8 FUI I TIME RETAIL HFI Pi’
National firm preparing Or Spring
b Summer work it scceptect. you
will earn Sit 75 starting’ PT (20)

tensional Psychic Consultant and
Astrologer since .9 ’0 and use a
vas) array ot techniques in eery
ing you A single session does
ISO mob-amazingly rapid, eneclive

IBM COMPATIBLE computer XT complete system for
$570, AT complete system for
91195 PC-COM. computer & oc,
assort,. 404 S 3rd St . corner of

earn per La equal $235 FT (40)
earnings per wk equal 5A70 No
Up is needed because of our In lonely. on the lob training program Good math 6 reading skills

and practical $75 hr 045 30 min
References Carol Willis, IA A Call
14081 734 9110 for appointment or
to be placed on the miting iist for
lectures workshops c

San Salvador. 295-1606
cept VI.. or MC

art plu Some evening & weekend positions ore available &
some flexibility is allowed during

COMPUTERS
WE

furnished. color TV VCR and
housekeeping wane,* Shared of
single rooms available Office. 72
N 5th St ’call 996-0234

Debby Janet at 296-7393

Enroll now’ Save your teeth. eyes
and mon. too For information
and brochure see AS Office or
call (408) 371-6811

DENTAL OPTICAL

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING. Neer San
Jose State for student.’ Don’t
hesele parking, wehi to school
free oh 1111149. monthly dies Fully

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK varied duties flex hrs. nites & wknds Call

IT TAKES A special person to become
a pr011isSIOnal clown & make bal.
loon deliveries Call us now. Balloons to Blimps 378-8259

San Jose

WORK STUDY ONL Y for FAI I B7 in
STUDENT UNION INFORMATION
CENTER Apply at Student Union
Directors oftic on top floor

skills Call LIE at (415) 493-1005.
est 445

Ing, Biotechnoiogy TeNcornmu
Mations Prepared by business
researchers $7760 each Send
check made to City-wise or 015a MC name, number, tapir este
ad signature Oesignote Al) or

STUDENT

SUN Eth St

WNTD DJ to play lot private pane
pop rt. music May 73.4-8pm $75
Call
Angela
415-966-5661 632
0150

SELL

We ac-

FOR SALE

final exams

FUTONS" CREATE YOUR own living
sisepIng space with our futons.
pillows. & frames Customs Fu.
tons & Pillows Plus, 900 S Winchester Blvd (bona Moorpark &
Willlerns)Sen Jose 296-6161 10%
Discount on futons sr ad
RESEARCH

PAPERS

able’ Catalog
11322 Idaho.

15.278

Ave"

12 00 Rowserch.
/1206. Los AnHOT
TOLL -FREE

04..90025
LINE: 800-351-0222,ert.33.
AMC on COD.
YOU CAN
DELTA

OWN

A

NEW

In addition. II you
corporate scholarships
are Nerd.. Internships ere pos
sIble. A you may cam 234 credits qtr or semester During your
qualify,

COKE MACHINE FOR SAL F" Pleas*
call 295-2035

GRAND

10-speed for less than

985 MHC Bicycle Sales offers
low-cost transportation needs for
the student All sales final 30 day
quitrent. Days 942-7736 Eves
293-4760 ook for J.

HELP WANTED
AFTER SCHOOL SUPERVISION" imnrydiate need 3 15prn to 6 1Sprn
MTWTH. $4 hr Coll 971-8118 or
266-9753

winter, spring 0 especially summer breaks. full time work is Nall
Call today for into
an interview.
or call Mon -Fri between 10em
2prn 922-0666 if the line Is busy.
plea. be patient & try again
equal opportunity company

SAL ESII.rth E CA . Inc
waking makeup artists, fragrance
aleepapie to Lary p1 Promo’
Ilene! events In the Bay Ares $7

COSMETIC

10 110 hr calf (415) 3444436
COUNSEL OR -WORK WITH AUTISTIC
children In group home Great
aper tor psych & spec Rd student* Cell N-F. 9-8 377-5412
DRIVERS POSITIONS" Peri time- Avis
Rent A Car Is now cceptIng ap
plIcatIons at It’s San Jose Airport
imago. Please apply st t 455
NP Airport Rivd between Sam
and 4pin Monday through Friday

PART TIME SALES’ Resume and writ
mg arida. excellent commis.
slons Bay Area’s mosi aped aced Student discounts Career
Center et 243-4070

NEFF Y NOW JOHNATHON HOL
Just thought we would drop you
few lines We ell want to wish you

Son Jo.* finest athrytk club has
ft Pb openings rue desk, restaurant
and Illness positions Call Nike?
. 1 267-3700

a fabulous and HAPPY 22nd
RIRTHEMY on MAY 6, 1981"
Thanks a bunch lot being a tun

SECURITY

OFFICERS."

EARN 0400-1600 per month part time
521130-66000 full finks Cell Mike 51
134-7929
EARN S100 to MOO and more Iveel.ly
spoevie.eo,o... ssaa for cps.

friend’ By the way -we all have to
gel together this summer to go
climb rocks and play poker’

Full

Hill FL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION,’ Shabbel dinners. pertles.

Jose. call 286-5880

STUDENT JOBS" Come to Director s
01110o on upper floor In Student
Union or call 277.3222
STUDENTS’

MANY

LONG term &
short term Apt lime lobs avail lW
inedlote needs for word prosecretedes, receptionists. data entry A clerks Pay
ranges vary. $6412. call NOW.

cessors,

738-6622
SUMMER J014S IN AQUATICS NW*
ila
Dept
Recreation
rys
guards awn Instruct 6 22 821
30-40 hrs wk APPLY NOW’ Call
942-2470
START TODAY.
Flexible hours
commission &
hr to start
bonus A national carpet cleaing
company Is looking for enthuslaslic persons to help expand its Bay
area operation Call now 960-

IF I EMARKETING
full pert time

0729

TELEMARKETING. START TODAY’
E ARN UP TO $80 hr thong in JAPAN
friendly elmospare
Work In
to
envelope
stamped
Send
We will train you to make lop $
MfttwoCireenneuser, i639 MeniScrPam 15 26 hour plus bonuses
cino Lone. Newbury Park. Ca
and nightly Incallat We want
91320

discount a Bost for $30 TRAMOUll ITY PLACE, 445 Washington
St . Santa Clare. C (408) 2437200

CORP , 247-0570

STILL I COKING tel summer lob, Do
you like lilds, How stout LAKE
TAHOE, I still nad counselors
for Camp Gallia Contact Sherri
at 277.8965 for more Into

Faust Opportunity Employer

come eway from the experience
feeling you on been vacationing
lure week In Maui Call now for In,
formation or better still, as first
time floater call for an appoint.
Went and bring Itils ad tor
25%

hours, weekly paychecks $7 lo
SIS hourly commission, complete
training provided Great expert.
.00. 101 your resume RC SMITH

TELLERS
BANKING
Full and pert -time positions available at our Redwood City Office
Requiring previous cashiering pro-

key skills ’Woke.] We encourega
you to apply in person Accepting
applications belwan 9 AM4 PM
700 El
GLENDALE FEDERAL
Camino Real. Redwood City

usually hold you against gravity
can now let Go. The esperrynce
Is like floating in space Results,
Tottal muscular relaxation You

PART TIME JOBS.’ We market auto
club memtorships for the major
oil companies Part -lime. easy

thme pad time. all shifts We will
trein Apply In person Mon -Fri
am-4pm 260 Meridian Au., San

penence with customer contact
plus, good
or teller osperienc
cormnunicatIon snd customer
service Waits, lIghl typing and 10-

798-2308
Ft OTATION RFI AXATION
SONS.
our’’, Come to the only float.rlum In Northern California Imagine yourself floating one 30% saline solution Your body forgets
the water
The muscles that

An

HIRING’
CRUISELINES
Pa
Career’ Good
Summer
Travel Cell lot guide, cassette,
newsservIce‘ (916) 944-4444 x20

AIRLINES

FENIAI F COMPNION WANTED to
live with sincere nenoiceppeo
man Want to establish a lasting
relationship’ Please call Brian at

motivated, enthusiastic people
Monday through Friday irom 4 309prn and Saturday 10 to Ipin With
fight parson, hours can be 90.1.
b14Cell 378-3382, ask for KIM

TGI FRIDAY’S RESTAURANT now hit log wow,
on. roe,.
pony protect Work In your spare
Apply in parson Warn 7-4 vadya
now
Inforanlon
none For further
103430 Won. Rd Cupertino
elemped sell addressed envelope
to "BR PileilComPenY. P0 Roe 25, TRAVEL
*vet
Entry
AGENCY
Coetelc, Cs 91310
$3 7Shr Ming and Wart deli,
fries Ca1197. site
E ARN 6100 to $500 and more ’weekly
HiPEPPI.00.4 needed for
WAITRESS WANT F 0 pad time at MIN..’ Proltwl Work in poor *Pere
ATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
Owe For further information rush
cam mma, as tiger t 1 for OHM%

Sunday brunches. lectures. Tuesday lunch and Learn, Israeli
dancing, holiday celebretions
For information call Hillet at 294
8311

IF

YOU ARE PREGNANT end considering adoption we ore a happily
married childless couple Cali
snytinw 1415)4,17-3793, kera try
Ing All calls confidential, cc.
penses related to pregnancy lobe

sccopling patients for FREE a.
amlnations & treatment, aspen of
a research protect If you have
had low beck pain for more than
six months
are 20-55 years
plea.

call
Me
)4081244-8907 0401

college

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal
AND MA IUN
YOURSELC TO
TA Hi 71

114F-ReS 0,14 EASIER WAY
ID 7AKE A VACA710N
SHARKEY --714EN
DRESSING UP A S
A 60A I tat

at

BARE IT All’Stop shaving. Lasing,
tweezing or using chemical depth
tones let me permanently remove your unwanted heir (chin
bikini

tummy moustache. etc)
15 percent discount to students
and faculty Cali before June I.
1987 and get your first appl al I 2
price Unwanted Hair DiNppeers
With My Care
Gwen Chelgren
RE, 559-3500.1645 S Bascom
An., PC ’Heir Today Gone To-

S. "A

’MAL.

SERVICES
RE -writing
Thesis development preperetryn
Statistics All fields Catalog Ben holey 1415)526-4957. 041-5036
Is that ELECTRONIC

I

Gene Mahoney

Good Clean Fun

EDITORIAL

Eat IF

110

I,

DATA ANAL YSIS
Clew apt,
nations iltaliOnet. URI & multIvedate slattslks IBS Research
Assoc . (415)349-4407

NANCY GERALDO
REAGAN RIVERA

DE-

NARCS
an

SIGN PROJECT dust and you have
no resources for ideas or whet lo
build, SRI Et...honks is corn.
milted to otter low cost consult
ing needs for the student Call
days 992-7736. Eves 293-4780
ask for Joe

TIM
LolliEN GEM= AFROTirD
11E 70 GO 171/S 9041,1106/
WE’D HAW 70 STRIVE fa?
\
REgjo

ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC"
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidential
335 S
Haywood
Ave San Jose. call 747-7486 for
appointment

I HAD 70 LEANT if
$0475 YE$1
(AGE cf
SO% Of THIS lAitii&E)OU
MY FIND SarklAtAVDOFF
Eftlsai fAIT IT EXISTR

viw .::

KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened. re
keying, locks S deadbolts Installed, master keying Call 900

57REET PM 415 Cli9VeD
A GREAT DEAL SIACE .7015
filfiliN6116LN4iCY
CATS Of THE US ANYIWIIH
ROMID. /IfitrOF you/my
EVEN FOOT ME SittET
OCEA7CARIA16, 41E17E /SWAM PVT-ST/WI
IITH I READY
AM!
N

Bill Lukas

I FEEL, SO
SorAsTirES
imiA0EQUATS. -FM
A.11" OW4004 ooIcyI

faculty FREE estimates ’EMERGENCIES ANYTIME. Call Ron
Hughes, Evergreen Locksmith &

AISLE

TO

STAA

A 13IQ

Security Services, 270-3277. Son
Jo. All work guarant.d

OP

WHA-r

"5"P

,

NEED FINANCIAL AID, Professional
computerised sources of grants.
scholarships, Issas Guaranteed
minimum 01 five sources ReaComputer.ed
sonable
rat.
scholarship source. al (415)6514559 after Spm,witekends
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
You’ve got the party. we’ve got
the music’ Michel Productions

Classified

wide variety of music
provides
for your wadding, perty, or dence
at reasonable rel. Call Desiree
or Phil at 249-2820032.5333
A
PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOG.
RAPHY by a SJSU grad Cherish
your priceless memories forever
and deluxe packages
Neil.. Complimentary 8 5 10
when you mention this ad For
call Paul
FREE
appointment
Budget

Smith Photography at 258-1329

BEST ’PAPER when we’re word processed It’ Professional typing editing of your term papers,
theses, letters. whatever Guaranteed acellace ExperNnced
word processors, dependelNe,
fast and avellable N E San Jose
Call 251-0449

ACADEMIC

AND
PROFESSIONAl
word processing PJ s wore Processing Service offers quoilty.

RESUMES.’" Distinctive and Professional We wdte and print your rearm. presenting your quail, Ica lions in way that gets you the
lob Letter quality law printing

guaranteed work ElperienCOd In
term papers. Mesta group protects, resume., manuscripts and
letters Only minutes from cam-

Cover loners end envelopes also
avail Reasonable rates Student
discounts Colic.’ Dion Business

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN Distinctive portraiture
with sensitive touch A variety
of packages to choose from, all

etc (end group protects welcome
Free spell check and dleir storage
Experienced thesis and publicstion typist Standard and mtcrocassette transcription Word Pro-

reasonably priced By appointment (408)259-5911

cessing instruction evallable 910
5
Mon -Fri
By
appointment
Chrystai 923-8461

TYPING
AAAA- ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT,
ACKNOWL
ACCOUNTABILITY.

ACCURATE,
ACCOMPLISHED.
AWARD WINNING typist 10

EDGEASLE in typing that’s tops
trust Tony 2982067
Thanks
Si 50 per page double spaced
Available wryen days weekly
Quick turnaround All work gm.. .intact Thanks

Lite, from SJSU 10 yarn coped.
deco typing research papers,

AAAAH
PERFECTION’
I *SFR
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word processing
h best Have
done own master 511.51. Expert
enc. in resumes, letters. theses
proteselonel beck -up & group
protects No lob too smell or too
large Reasoner.. Call Barb. al
928-4370 TODAY’

APA format, term paper, thesis wel
cooed 10 years typing word pro
corning exp Lay.n qualify print.
log Very competitive rates and

manuscripts, tap* transcription
and will mei. all d.dilnes Hourly
rel. Work guarant.d Jane al
251-5942

last turn around &callable Students receive discount with ID
Access Date, 7814987 -awk for
Teresa
A -Fit US TYPING 12 years *woof-Mince
1 2 block born bus bide Rapid
turnaround Selwtric II 8 Epson
LO-800
St 50 page,
minimum

BEAUTIFUL

PAPER every time Es
perlencal. professional word pro
peps..
ceasing
sum.. MN overflow, mailings,
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min.
utes from campus Words and
More (Pamela) 923-7810

TERESA
HILL SANTA
BLOSSOM
AREA Iasi, accurate typing and
word processing available *even
days a week Academic, business
and personal
Call 365-1012

charge. $5 Available seven days
a week Cell Torn at 292-4096
RE ARABI F
WORD PROCESSING
Term popery, theses, book rano

typing

welcome

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL’ Two
finger typing got SOU down, Then
call Gall at A WORD OR TWO for
quality

typing ol reports and
2674442. 11 no answer

theses

pus Call PJ at 923-2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING -923
8A81 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
All formats (APA. MI A, Tureblen.

Communications at 91181002

scripts, resumes, cover tellers,
melting ilsts. etc Minor editing
available Free disk storage Satisfaction quarantad Call Nils
(Nave mesage) 767-2149

please leave mesa.
COIL

I IND*

PROFESSIONAL

FOR

WORD

PROCESSING
Reports
theses, group projects. resumes
APA specialty Oulck return on
all paws All work gusrente.
Per page and hourly roles Almaden Brenham Sr.. Free disk stor

FIE Al EUROPEAN BREAKTHROUGH
hair skin care Is sun & neglect
aging you prernalurery, Check
this sod done, unadvertised. non
OTC Item enylkne VIKTOR (Va.-

clew short stories). transcription
FREE SPELCHEK. copy edit litre.
)de
ts
euStuqproof,
disc
storage
dent Faculty
discounts
0100
turnaround Santa Clara - 2465825
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
ecodenac. I:rosining, legal word
procesaing needs Term papers
reports resumes. cover letters
group proiects, manuals, theses.
dissertations. etc All academic
formats
SPA Free disk stor
age. SPFL CHF K. punctuation and
grenuar insistence All wort
garentad Professional. quick &
dependable wavice at AFFORDA
F RATES." Coll Pam al 2472681 (Santa Clore) Further sea
Ingo with referni discounts’

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types of papers, al lengths
$1 60 page typing & spellIng,dou
We space SI 85 page typing &
full proof -reeding Campbell area

PROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty and stu
dais can rely on occural
Maly production of newsletters,
reports, resumes, publications,

PROF

STENO

SERVICE at 284-4504

local pickup & delivery 868 6960
DAYSTAR

SECRETARIAL

Proles

* tonal student typist and skilled
word processor Dependabte ad
fast’ Perfect 11nryhed documats
no typos,
from laser printer
whiteout. etc I SI 50 per page
Call Sharon at 358-2717 (To my
repeat Ohm’s, cell to reserve tkne
for your protects before end -or
semester rush is on’)
EDITING WORD

PROCESSING 266.44 Former English maps, can
insist w gramme, vowibulary,
sentence
structure
Tenn research papers (APA. Turoblan.
Campbell) also resumes cover

kst I rsgtbry copy plea. Students
and faulty welcome Willow Glen
sae, easy to locate Cell Mrs
Morton 266-9440

manuscdpts,
correspondence.
etc Will aid in grammar spellingpunctuation For prompt. 7 day
response, leave message but
Pamela at 280- 62
PROFESSIONAL EDITING OF term poi
per. theses. and 0Issintations
Help with orgonlzation, grammer
and punctuation Meas. call 554,
8650
SUCCESS ENTERPRISES PROFESSIONAL typing and business
sends. Fast, reasonable and
nar university Call 14081 2924047
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROFFESSIONAl typing A business seen Ices Fast reasonoWe, and near
university Call (401)792-4047
PUBI IC A TIONS
SUN RISE
otters
quality wining typing arrices

TERM PAPERS
RESUMES" Need
ivelp, Call SOS’Word Processing Spell Check Letter Quality Printers Resumes (ID ColMES
Inc!) Cover letters
Envelop.
choice ot paper
Photocopies
Inexpensive
Experience.’
Yet
735-6545(50.1 Sunnyvale
TYPING"

REASONABLE
RATES.’
area Call Patti al 24E-

Santa Ciar
5633

TYPING 5701 page resume 550 up
minimum charge 55 We Line IBM
Wordstar word pro
cessor ono tette, quality printer
PC -CON, 404 5 3rd St . corner of
Son Salvador One block horn
compatible

campus Call 295-1606
WORD EXPERTISE Word Processing
thee. 0111.rtatIon manuscript
English French Spanish
1406)
371-8220
WORD PROCESSING’ Term papers,
reports. etc Students fw Lolly
Fast, accurate ConvenOril location off 1780 LRI9h Call Linde for
rates at 996-0764
WORD PROCESSING’ Students, in.
structors small bounces Term
papers thesis resumes. man oats, dissertations. mass mailing,
Reasonable
spell check. etc
rates Call K S R Desktop Sers
ices al 274-7671 I Imited pi. up
& delivery
PROCESSING term papers,
special propels, etc Quick turn
ground. call 272.0414

WORD

WORDPROCESSING A MISC TYPING
Thesis. essays resumes pulite
lions. manuscripts 679 IS.
ZEE" TYPING AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES Fest accurate work
available even days a week Le-rated in the Rio.orn Hill Santa
Teresa aura Call 365 0:312

Print Your Ad Here
(Count apprwernately 30 letters and spaces tor each (ine)

Ad Rates

Minimum three lines on one day

Nation.’ Home Shoppers
Box 90359. San Jose, Ca 95109

England

theses & dissertations (Campbell,
Turblan. APA 3rd exl I, screen
plays, niteiteneta. CO., follow-up
loners. manuscripts (Woks, erli-

Quick turnprocNsing
around Reasonable rates CaN
WIlliarns
4255
visit
51
257-4333 or
Rd Suite 1,74 San JO.
word

111.=11M1

write

PENPAI S FOR GROWN-UPS .0.11.
able worldwide Details from PEN
SOCIETY, (C 16) Ch.M., Lancs,

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, refeerCh papers

TYPING

ege

discussed

MONICA" HAPPY ANNIVERSARY’All
of my LOVE. KEITH

BUT DON’T!!
EETCRE irE traVIDLIAE
TO 5/61 &atm. filyz.
EST C8/1149 SET! golicAv
a- GET C.iose-up?

Home On The Range

to 6 00 Mon innt Sal (Sun by
appl only) licensed -bonded-mobile 10% discount on labor with
this ad Special rates for senior
SJSU students. staff &

INSTANT CREDIT" NO credit check’
No Inter.’ charges’ You are eligi
We! Unlimited credit line with full
fandry and
color catislOg, VCR
more FREE Information please

KIM, IN SORRY, be. rally JERK
There, I said
What can I do to
prove I hue you & went you back
again, Mi.

YOU COULD
YS uusT
1-1 LTA CK
ThE AIRPLANE AND SAVE ON
FtS7P6E
A

3 Lines
4 Lines

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Day

Days

Days

$355
$435

$435
$515

Days
$475

Days
$520

$555
$635
$715

$515
$600
5 Lines
$680
6 Lines
$595
Add $ 80
Line
Additional
Each

$500
$580
$660
$740

$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
$ 90
$1 05
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I
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$1 20

$1 35
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.i.J

liii

Jo

Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-91.1rIes $45 00
15 Plus

(1111111111111i111

Day

10-14 Lines $6300
Lines $130 00

Phone

Address

Phone 277.3175
City A. State

tortind disk 270-3774 629-7724
ACTUALLY
THAT
WORKS," Hell always put the
POTS’TICKFR
with
down
seat
Send 52 50 to 08 Productions.
PO Co. 380190, What" Ca

SERVICES
RACK ACHE, PALMER CNA EGE Of
CHIROPRACTICAVal Is currentry

Lirlea---- Days

Circle m Clautfication
Personals

Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

(OS? & Found

Typing

Computers

95035
WANTED SPERM DONORS of ell na
tionalttles Call 10.01100. Repro
duct!. Research at 358-0451

For

Enclosed is $___

SOMETHING

Stereo

SEND CHECK.

MONEY ORDER

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

San Jose State University
San Jose, California

Pound Dort Located Outside 08N2011
Nours 9 006 M 103 30PM

OR CASH TO

95192

Deadline Two days prior to publication
consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Campus

Engineering
construction
’fast-tracked’
I from page /
Pl/t.
the structure.
"Welding studs is loud work. almost as loud as pile driving," Widen
said.
Widen, who is a 1978 SJSU civil
engineering graduate, stressed that construction projects change daily.
’ Hundreds of problems happen.’’
he said. "You’ve got hi adjust and make
it all tit."
New piles had to be designed for
this project to suit soil condition,.
Sonic overtime work was required
to finish the pile driving, which started in
the beginning of March. Widen said
Later in March a backhoe, ii.Ktoi
used for digging and grading. damaged a
duct containing power cable.
TN high -voltage cable was rerouted around the new building the
weekend after it was damaged. Widen
said
Herb Cleaveland. SJSU construction inspector for Project XX, agreed with
Widen that the construction is on schedule
"It is not often that it works so
well.- Cleaveland said. "There is a tremendous team of people involved."
his project is being done on
what’s called a last track,’ " Widen
said.
The actual detailed design and construction drawings were submitted in
Mui stages. Widen said.
’(Fast tracking) means you can
start building before all the drawings are
done,’’ he said.
Subcontractors submitted bids to
Widen for each of the four packages as
they became available.
Widen awarded contracts to the
subcontractors tot bid package four on
March 31.
Hid package four, which included
the actual building, comprised 80 percent of the entire cost. Widen said.
The three other bid packages were
for demolition and site utilities, structural steel, and the piles and concrete.
"this project was done on a G-Max
basis," Widen said
"Li, Max" is a guaranteed maxi main price submitted to the Chancellor’s
office bused on preliminary drawings,
Widen said.
The state has provided $2.7 million
for the basic building component.
The $13 million balance, $10 million of which has already been raised, is
being sought in the community.
This money is earmarked for laboratimrv equipment, faculty recruitment,
endowed chairs and student scholarship,
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Set sail for
fun and
excitement

Swan -a-bees

Cartoonists,
come on board!

The new Spartan Daily editorial staff is
looking lor aggressive, professional
comic strip or panel artists
for the Fall 87 semester
Interested" Drop by DBH 208
or phone Deborah Guadan
at 277-3181

ciocVnge

51

$1
erm
Conditioner
Haircut & Manicure 1

Haircut Only

I hotojournalisin !lead Honcho Joe Swan, with grandchildren on his lap, is forced to face up to 25 years
at 5,151 as past and present graduates and colleagues look on. Swan will take a sabbatical next year.
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SUPERVISED STUDENT WORK ONTN

San Francisco State University
SUMMER SESSIONS 1987

1020 The Aiameda
Sa, Jour a 298 4 188

Your
ultimate
performance
auto hi-fi store

V.11.E.KS
3

or 6
mai- 3- August

lone I

INFINITY
BLAUPUNKT
M&M ELECTRONICS

294-8755
912 So Bascom, San Jose

The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
CHAPTER 67

Extends congratulations to the following San Jose State
University faculty and students who will be honored for their
outstanding achievement by awards or admission to the society
on Wednesday, May 6, 1987.

DISTINGUISHED ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
William Gustafson
Gus Lease

Music

History
Biological Sciences

Harris Martin
Howard Shellhammer

OUTSTANDING JUNIORS

OUTSTANDING SENIORS

The Society invites the top five percent of
the Junior class each year.

The Society invites the top ten percent of
the Senior class each year.

JUNIORS
Mark hda Aid lfssikhus
Jo Ann Roman Brisko
Marilyn A. Bush
Lai -Shan Choy
Boon Shyan Chua
Carleen R. Clark
Kerry E. Conrad
Dana D. Culbertson
Van Trieu Dam
Ramin Daniels
Carolyn Amelia DePalmo
Linda Joanne Dixon
Debra Reed Drew
Diane Frances Drew
Mary Jo Dufault
Barbara K. Dunn
Marilyn). Erickson
June M. Gamley
Pat E. Goeghegan
Susan Jeffs Gerrity
Patricia Ann Giovanni
Susanne L. Glans
Earl Steven Gurley
Kevin). Hagen
Cathy Jean Hales
Mineko 0. Hall
Diane Haywood
Michael Shiu-Yan Ho
Christy L. Hubbard
Ksycie Dawn Huffman
Thuy Kim Huynh
Marco Italia
Tamara Ann Ivancovich
Palle L. Jensen
Deborah J Johnson
Donna M. Kaylor
Rina B. Kempton
Jane F. Kora
Ellis Lai -Ping Kong

Alan Hon -Ming Lee
Linda A. Liberatore
Ping Mann Liu
Gregory M. Lomani
Danile M. Lynch
Patricia M.Chesney
Ross Edward M,Court
Tegan Moro M.Lane
Hint. Man
Steven Martin
Anthony E. Matnevich
Dianne M. Maxon
Robert J. Miller Jr.
Trudy A. Mills
Sheri Funk Mukai
Lorrene M. O’Brien
Joonlee Got
Mork J. Page
Danita Kay Parkin
Sharon J. Patterson
Valerie J. Pickering
Jurgen E. Plitt
Irene L. Ray
Susan Ellen Roberts
Janet Tan Scheffey
Clabrtele R. Schindler
Stanley Alexander Scott
Kimberley J. Scow
Carol Smidt
Lynnanne Marie Snyaer
Jeanne T. Stewart
Christine M. Styczynski
Carmen M. Torres
Randi A. Tyler
Alan L Viersen
Koff M. Wilder
Lorraine K. Woodburn
Scott Yang

FACULTY AND STAFF ELECTED TO
PHI KAPPA PHI 1987

SENIORS
Dale Marie Agron
Robert L. Aldrich, Jr.
Diane C. Alexander
David M. Anderson
Kathleen L. Arzaga
Leslie A. Bartelson
Janet E. Bartoo
Jane Christine Beatty
George F. Berhitoe
Frank). Bernal
Michelle G. Biren
James M. Butner
Jill Blanton
Barbara I. Bond
Rebecca D. Brand -Lopez
Edward P. Brumbaugh
Margaret Brunner
Connie Jane Burnett
Lori E. Busacker
George A. Bustamante
Maria A. Camarda
Alan E. Carr
Janice Castello
Rosemary L. Caviglia
Doris A. Chargin
Edward Chiang
mu Peng Chiang
Debra Y. Clark
Anthony Michael Colonns
Barbara M. Colonna
Hugh Edward Conners III
Dana M. Connor
Michael Sean Cordes
Suzanne M. Cote
Kevin Dattolico
Jonathan William Randall Davies
Daniel R. Davies
Lots E. deC-oux

Martens A. De La Fuente
Judith E. Dunn
Hildegard Willburger-Eliason
Susanne E. Elwell
Joanne A. Endow
Nunzio Farrell
Brian Fedrow
J. Edward Fernando
Evelyn Jang Fong
Yasuko Fukuda
Albert Aneheta Gaoiran
Cahill Garcia
Kathleen Ellen Gibbs
Dorothy E. Glass
Jack D. Gordon
Kevin Christopher Gave
Pamela L. Crider
Rachel Dawn Harvey
Leslie Jo Haywood
Rocklin A. Hernandez
Pamela L. Holbrook
Sharon Ann Holsapple
Patricia Marie Houston
D. Elizabeth Huber
Chris). lanskv
Julie Jensen
Emily R. Kapner
Cassandra Borgia Kapsalis
Louisa Constantine Kenny
Laurie B. Kessler
Catherine Klado
Brian A. Kromrey
Michael Alan LaFleur
Robin Carole Landis
UCIT1111 Marie LaRusszi
Anna A. Larson
Linda Leffel-Garza
Alias M. Levy

Gayle Ann Lewis
Lillian C. M,Donough
Shannon M,Laughlin
Edith Julia M,Lean
Stuart R. MacPherson
Laureen Masters
Jack T. Matsumoto
Marilyn K. Merkel
Patricia Lynn Moeller
Nancy N. Nakashop
Michael Nanfito
Preston Owens
Kimberly D. Palmer
Loretta Ellen Peffer
Paulette Penner
Kathleen D. Peterson
Alen a Pobre
Lori Lee Porter
Linda A. Privette
Jacqueline Redner
Laurie Michelle Reynolds
Julie A. Rice
John Timothy Richards
Thomas M. Richards
Allan). Roberts
Brent K. Rolland
Laura J. Romesberg
Barbara T. Sabo
Shirley R. Salom
Lola Mae Schaefer
Lee Michael Schaff
Vicki Dale Schnitzer
Stephen Scholz
Michael W. Schulkins
Marion Shaw
Susan Lynn Shireman
Teresa A. Simpson
Jonathan S. Sites

Biological Sciences
Business/Management

Ellen Weaver.
Patrick Williams

Krrysitof S. Skladanowski
Robin C. Smith
Barbara Spanel
Kristina A. Spencer
Cindy M. Stewart
Susan M. Strong
Barbara Stuart
Mary Jane Sullivan
Lisa A. Tassinari
Marjorie Jordan Terhorst
Marilyn M. Terman
Nga T. That
Paul Milton Thomas
Richard William Thomas
Katherine 011ya Toy
Diana C. Trapani
Andrea S. Tuohig
Deena Rae Tuttle
Tyrone van Hooydonk
Nichole L. Vavuris
Peter Anthony Viano
Jacqueline Walker
Thomas R. Ward
Patricia E. Williams
Stacy Renee Williams
Karen E. Winchester

Thalia Agnanos
Diane Conradson
Jerrold E. Kemp
Jack Kurzweil
Mary Lou Lewandowski
Cynthia Margolin
Yvonne McGlynn
Lucy MrProud.. .
George Moore
Maynard Robinson

Civil Engineering
Biological Sciences
Instructional Resources
Electrical Engineering
English
Psychology
Business :Communications
Nutrition
History
Assoc. Academic Vice President

OFFICERS OF SJSU CHAPTER FOR 1986-88
Nem:lent
Vice Trendily
Executive Seeretzm
Public Relations
Delegates at Large

Past President

Wanda Fllockhus
Business Marketing
John Baird
Business ’Communication,
Richard Keady
Religious Studies. Graduate Studies
Ron M,Beath
Instructional Resources
Don Myronuk
Mechanical Engineering
Psychology/Testing
Mara Southern
Geology
John Williams
Serena Stanford Journalism and Mass Communications
Graduate Studies

THE HONOR SOCIETY OF PHI KAPPA PHI
The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi was founded in 1897 and became a national
organization through the efforts of presidents of three state universities. From the start,
its primary objective has been to recognize and encourage superior scholarship in all
porting attribute of those elected to
fields of study, with good character as a
membership.

